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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20
Afternoon
W. C. WILLIAMS
State Highway Engineer
Oregon State Highway Department
Pre siding
1:30Opening Session.
Welcome to the Campus. George W. Gleeson, Dean of En-
gineering, Oregon State College.
Welcome. Honorable Robert D. Holmes, Governor, State
of Oregon.
2:00PRACTICAL AND LEGAL ASPECTS OF DRAINAGE ALONG
AND ACROSS ROADS AND STREETS.Lester A. Herr,
Regional Hydraulic Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads;
and George E. Rohde, Assistant Attorney, Oregon State
Highway Department.
3:30EFFECTIVE USE OF ENGINEERING MANPOWER.
A. By Photogrammetric Application. Walter T. Wright,
Chief Locating Engineer, Oregon State Highway Depart-
m ent.
B. By Electric Computations. Keith F. Kohler, Super-
vising Highway Construction Engineer, Bureau of Public
Roads; and George Letourneux, Supervisor, Division of
Electronic Computing Services, Oregon State Highway
Department.
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Forenoon
B. J. MC CLARTY
Secondary Roads Engineer
Region Eight
Bureau of Public Roads
Presiding8:30LABORATORY MODEL HIGHWAY TEST TRACK.Martin
Ekse, Associate Professor, Department of Civil Engin-
eering, University of Washington.
9:30BITUMINOUS CONCRETE PLANT INSPECTION AND CON-
TROL. Vaughn Marker, District Engineer, The Asphalt
Institute.
11:00AN INTERPRETATION OF ASPHALT TESTS AS RELATED
TO THE PERFORMANCE OF ASPHALT IN PAVING. Dr.
John J. Stanko, Vice President, Douglas Oil Company of
California.Presented by Don McNutt.
Afternoon
T. RAY CONWAY
Secretary-Manager
Oregon State Motor Association
1:30AN OBJECTIVE METHOD OF CLASSIFYING THE COUNTY
ROADS.G. A. Riedesel, Highway Research Engineer,
Division of Industrial Research, State College of Wash-
ington.
2:30ADVANTAGES OF ADEQUATE RIGHT OF WAY AND ADE-
QUATE RIGHT-OF-WAY DELINEATION. R. L. Porter,
Right-of-Way Engineer, Oregon State Highway Depart-
ment.
3:45SOLVING SMALL CITYPARKING PROBLEMS. DaveSchop-
pert, Engineering Economist, Oregon State Highway De-
partment; and V. L. Goocinight,City Engineer, Cor-
vallis, Oregon.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22
Forenoon
BOB GLENN
Engineer and Extension Representative
Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering
University of California
Pre siding
28:30THE EFFECT OF FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION ON LOCAL
ROAD AND STREET SYSTEMS. Ben F. Ostergren, Man-
aging Director, County and Local Roads Division, Amer-
ican Road Builders' Association; arid Clarence G. Swen-
son, Acting County-City Relations Engineer, Oregon State
Highway Department.
10:45TOWARD A NEW RATIONALE FOR THE PLANNING OF
URBAN HIGHWAYS. Edgar M. Horwood, Assistant Pro-
fessor, Department of Civil Engineering, University of
Washington.WELCOME TO THE CAMPUS
George W. Gleeson
For as many years as I can remember we have discussed
problems connected with roads and streets.I am not going to talk
to you today about these except to mention that the new federal
highway bill very definitely poses a problem which reflects back
upon the institutions.This is a problem we cannot solve and, I be-
lieve, there is no one who can solve it.
I refer to the report of the highway research board on the
manpower study they made concerning the requirements of the num-
ber of people necessary for conducting highway work in the immedi-
ate future.Their estimate was 4000 additional engineers for every
billion dollars of additional highway work.That places the demand
at roughly 24, 000, which to us is "out of this world."
Last year we anticipated a larger graduating class than was
brought to maturity. We estimated 30, 000 engineers in all catego-
ries. We actually graduated 26, 306, which was only about 60% of
the current demand without any additional allocation of manpower to
highway departments and construction programs.
At present we are suffering from such an acute manpower
shortage that it is bewildering to the college, bewildering to the stu-
dents, and I am quite sure bewildering to those people who are ac-
customed to employing engineers each year. We wish we could do
something about it.We are struggling mightily, but we are not
getting ahead very far or very fast.The problem will have to be
solved.I believe some of your discussions on this program are in
this connection; I wish there were more of them.I wish we knew
the solution to what I consider right now the number one bottleneck
manpower.
I welcome you to the college.I am sure you will enjoy your
conference.These have been very profitable in the past and I am
sure this one will be also.WELCOME
Governor Robert D. Holmes
Thank you for the very kind introduction.As I listened to my
background being chronicled, it seemed those things had occurred a
hundred years ago. Many things have happened in the seven weeks
since I took the oath of office of governor.
I am very pleased to be able to take the time from our sched-
ule in Salem, which is an extremely busy one these days, to be here
with you.Not only is the legislature in session, but because of the
change in administration after so many years, it seems as though
more problems have accumulated at the beginning of the administra-
tionI hope more than we will have to face later on.
I wish I had the time to bring you not only greetings from the
state of Oregon, which I certainly do bring you, but to sit in on this
conference.I have been looking at some of the topics you are going
to discuss and I wish I could take the time to sit innot talkbut
just listen, because many parts of this great program we face in the
area of road building are going to be extremely difficult.Perhaps
not as difficult as the one touched upon, but certainly difficult.
I am sure most of you people realize the magnitude and scope
of this great building program which has received its impetus from
the federal highway act.I am sure you are as aware as I am that
it is suddenly practically doubling our conception of what we have
been able to do.
I was interested in checking some of the figures, of which you
are probably aware. However, I was not fully apprised until I was
checking dollar-wise and realized that during the 13-year program
the total national expenditure would be some 50 billion dollars. Here
in Oregon that would mean as much as 650 million, and for the first
two years of the program our own Oregon highway commission has
projected 103 million.
The number of actual dollars, let alone the translation of
dollars into the subject of roads, certainly poses many problems.
I think the people of the state are aware of what the program will
accomplish in the state of Oregon and witness it as finished roads,
because press-wise and radio-wise I believe we all were told the
program, when completed, would mean a four-lane freeway all the
way from north of Portland on the Washington side down to the Cal-
ifornia border, and at least almost all of the way from Portland east
to the Idaho border at Ontario.It seems to me that highways here in our Northwest country,
and especially here in Oregon, have more than casual implications
in our own economy. They are literally life-blood arteries, not only
for the business of moving raw materials to the places where they
will be manufactured, canned, packed, or whatever the nature of the
finished goods, but highways away from the transport sidejust for
moving people from here to there.
We have gone perhaps as far as any section in the United
States, with the exception of our sister states to the south and north
of us, in establishing a trend in our living to move away from city
concentrations and out into rural areas.Distances with our high-
powered automobiles become less and less, and highways become
more and more important just to get people to and from their jobs.
Of course we are trying to move in the direction of resource
development which will change the pattern in Oregon so that we do
not have to rely so much on our timber industry and our food proc-
essing of a seasonable nature, but to attract more industries into
the state.In the interim, however, while we are doing all of this
and trying to move ahead in this direction, we do have our tourist
industry.This is ever increasing until dollar-wise, as I am sure
most of you know, it is our third largest industry today. Here
again the key to everything else we may dono matter how many
terminal points we are successful in developing, no matter how
many people we can get to stay a little longer in Oregonthe roads
they drive on are the ones that become the important key factor in
expanding that industry.So I do feel in developing the Northwest
and the state of Oregon, that road building and road problems do
perhaps attain greater importance than they ever have.
As I said, I am happy to see as I run through the program
that it is diversified and that the attack is not just on the broad in-
tersystem of highways, but that you are getting down into all of the
attending problems of the cities and counties and the very extreme
parking problems confronting us in the metropolitan areas.I am
sure that out of this particular conference will come, if not an-
swers, at least some information which will be very helpful to our
whole economy and to our whole road building program.
Again let me say, it is an extreme pleasure to be here.
Thank you very much.
6PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF DRAINAGE
ALONG AND ACROSS ROADS AND STREETS
Lester A. Herr
Water comes to the highway right of way by means of surface
streams, direct precipitation, or ground water.Providing for the
disposal of this water is called road, street, or highway drainage.
The practical aspects of such drainage are many and include
designs of bridge waterways, culverts, roadside ditches and gutters,
channel changes, Street inlets, and storm sewers, to mention just a
few.To discuss all of these topics at this meeting would be impos-
sible.Therefore, I have selected topics which should be of general
interest to the grouptopics which you should consider in making en-
gineering decisions with limited funds in one hand and possible liti-
gation proceedings from property owners in the other.
It has been customary in the past for bridge engineers to de-
termine waterway openings for major drainage structures based on
high-water marks pointed out by local residents or indicated by drift
or channel erosion.In any event, these high-water marks can be
both misleading and unreliable.Misleading because floods that occur
could be 10-year or 100-year floods, depending on how storms hap-
pened to hit the drainage area during the period of observation, and
unreliable because of the inexperience of local residents in observ-
ing flood marks.
Fortunately, we are accumulating today official records of
flood flow through cooperative stream gaging programs of the U.S.
Geological Survey and state and local agencies.These records, for
a particular stream, include all the floods occurring at a location
along the river for a given period of time.They include both minor
floods and the major destructive floods.Studies by hydrologists
show that all the floods occurring in a given period of time are
needed to give a true picture of the flood pattern of a river.This
flood pattern is best shown on what is known as a frequency curve.
A frequency curve of the Illinois River at Kerby, Oregon is
shown in Figure 1.By using a given procedure and a special plot-
ting paper, we have plotted the annual peak discharges of the stream.
The December 1955 flood, plotted on the extreme right, is the max-
imum of a 3O-year record-1927 through 1956.The hydrologist and
the hydraulic engineer use such a curve to tell them how often they
might expect a given discharge to be equalled or exceeded.
7For instance, the December 1955 flood is likely to be equaled
or exceeded once every 20 or 25 years.That is, on the average we
should experience 4 floods of equal or greater magnitude 4 times in
a century. On the other hand, the 1953 flood is approximately a 5-
year flood, and is likely to be equaled or exceeded 20 times in a cen-
tury.It is worth noting that minor floods which occur in some years
are important in giving us this picture of the frequency curve.
Our Portland office of the bureau of public roads has tabu-
lated all available flood peaks for gaging stations in the state of
Washington. Frequency curves have been plotted for all stations
having a period of record of more than 10 years.This information
is available to the various state and county offices by written re-
quest to the regional engineer of public roads in Portland. We are
now working on a similar compilation for the state of Oregon.
Frequency curves similar to the one shown have a practical
use.They give some added significance to observed high-water
marks upstream and downstream from a gaging station.Therefore,
the engineer designing a highway along a river has some idea of the
frequency with which his highway will be inundated for a given pro-
file grade.Bridge engineers also can make use of such information
in determining the length and height of a structure to pass a given
flood.
I would like to discuss briefly how stream flow records can
be made practical for use in the design of bridges. Of course it is
obvious that some structures, whose grade and length are governed
by factors other than the strea.m, do not warrant much of a hydraulic
study. On the other hand, many of you have bridges in your area,
usually timber trestles constructed many years ago, that must be re-
placed. You have observed through the years that certain bridges
are longer and perhaps higher than needed. With the cost of new
bridges being an expensive part of highway construction, you say to
yourself, "How short can I make this bridge and get away with it?"
"What is the risk of flood damage? '"What are the possibilities of
legal entanglements with adjoining landowners?" A hydraulic study
of your site will give the scientific and engineering information to
answer these questions.
In making a hydraulic study for a particular bridge crossing,
the design engineer must have a stage-discharge-frequency curve,
as shown in Figure 2.This curve appears simple, but much hydro-
logical data and a knowledge of hydraulics are required to produce
it.The U. S. Geological Survey is best qualified to furnish such in-
formation.
90/SC/IA R6E
Figure 2.Stage-Discharge-Frequency
Relationship for a Given Bridge Site.
If the bridge crossing in question is located at a stream
gaging station, the curves are readily available. Mostcrossings,
however, are many miles from existing gaging stations. Insuch
cases, additional flood information at thesite is desirable to de-
termine a stage-discharge relationship as shown in Figure2.
For this reason the Geological Survey should beconsulted at an
early date concerning your particular problem. Floodsdo not
occur every day, and it could take the Survey acouple of years to
catch a reasonably high flood.If the design is urgent, as it is in
most cases, the Survey might be willing to furnishthe curve based
on their experience. Such a procedureshould be avoided if possi-
ble.
In the past the cost of these studies has ranged from$500
to $2000, depending on the field measurementsrequired.This
cost is small when compared with the cost of abridge.Several
state highway departments and the bureau itself areconvinced
10that such studies are justifiable.
After obtaining flood information for the natural channel of
the river, the bridge waterway opening must be designed.It is be-
cause of this hydraulic design that I discuss this subject.Until now
such designs were so theoretical and complicated that engineers
passed them off as being impractical.During the last few years,
however, the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the Geor-
gia Institute of Technology and the bureau of public roads at Colo-
rado A 8r M, have carried out considerable research on flow through
bridge openings. Laboratory tests have been checked against actual
field measurements. The division of hydraulic research, bureau of
public roads, under the direction of Mr. Carl F. Izzard, is reducing
this research data to a form usable by highway engineers.It will
be published in a new highway drainage manual now being printed by
the U.S. Government Printing Office.Its date of issue will be an-
nounced in current periodicals.
When designing bridge waterway openings, our aim is to
study how our construction will change the flow in the natural chan-
nel.Usually there is some encroachment on the natural flood flow
by the approach embankments. Figure 3 shows how such embank-
ments change the flow characteristics of the channel.The upstream
water surface is raised, and this increase in water surface elevation
above that in the natural channel is called backwater.Velocities
through the constricted section also are increased.The number and
size of piers, location of the bridge with respect to the flood plain,
skew of the bridge, and other factors cause some amount of back-
water.
The forthcoming design method in the bureau publication men-
tioned above will enable a designer to compute the backwater and in-
creased mean velocities caused by various lengths and types of
bridges.Results of such studies can be plotted as shown in Figure 4.
The Geological Survey will prepare such information as part of the
report on the hydrology of the natural channel if no engineers famil-
iar with the details are available on your staff.
Such studies will often indicate that the cost of a bridge re-
quired to keep the backwater and velocities within tolerable limits is
unreasonable.The type of highway does not warrant the expense.In
such cases, consideration should be given to the age-old idea of
allowing part of the floodwaters to flow over a low approach grade to
the bridge.
11II
CHANNEL CONSTRICTION
BRIDGE
Figure 3.Sketch Showing How a Channel
Constriction Changes the Water Surface Profile.
Flow of the Willamette river over Route 99 here in Oregon,
and much of the design on Route 101 along Hood's Canal are ex-
amples of this type of construction.These low approach grades
save many bridges in time of unusual flood.The Rogue river
bridge at the city of Rogue River could have been destroyed had the
'afloodwaters of December 1955 not overflowed the roadway at the end
of the bridge (Figure 5).Note the drift in the bottom chord of the
bridge. Flow over the roadway usually damages the downstream
shoulder, as shown in Figure 6.This small damage can be repaired
easily, but could be prevented by paving the shoulder.
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Figure 4.Backwater Curves for Various Lengths of Bridge.
As highways increase in importance, interruption of traffic
by frequent flooding calls for higher roadway grades. Obviously,
the engineer must consider longer bridges since the floodwater
now overflowing the roadway must pass through some opening. The
existing bridge may not have sufficient waterway opening.
Flood records for the major rivers of Oregon and Washing-
ton are generally available, making possible the hydraulic studies
13for bridges. When we look for runoff records for culvert-sized
streams, we discover they are very limited indeed.The statehigh-
way departments of Oregon and Washington have realized this short-
coming and have set up cooperative stream gaging programs in the
U.S. Geological Survey.This stream measurement is done by in-
stalling what is known as crest-stage gages near existing culverts.
The culvert is used as a flow meter.
Figure 5.Rogue River Bridge at Rogue River, Oregon
After December 1955 Flood.(Note drift on bottom chord.)
Figure 6.Erosion of Downstream Shoulder
Due to Overtopping by Floodwater.
This method of obtaining flood discharges is practical from
the standpoint of maintenance and cost.The cost of an installation
14varies from $150 to $200, with a small additional cost per gage each
year for recording of floods and for computations. We believe these
gages will add to our knowledge of floods from small drainage areas,
and thereby give us runoff d.ata for consistent culvert design.
If any county represented here is interested in helping with
this unsolved problem by recording flow in some stream, I suggest
you contact the Geological Survey in your state and see what arrange-
ments can be made. Not all streams have to be measured. A rep-
resentative sample is all that is required but, to be of value, gaging
on any particular stream must continue for 10 years or longer.
While marking time for runoff records to become available,
we are investigating the hydraulics of culvert flow.Such investiga-
tions, in the form of laboratory research and field observations,
will give us data which will enable us to design culverts to flow more
efficiently.
Dr. Roy Shoemaker of Oregon State college, in a coopera-
tive research project with the state highway department and the bu-
reau of public roads, has performed such research on box culverts.
He discussed this research before this group in 1953.The investi-
gation is published as an engineering experiment station reprint by
Oregon State college and also by the highway research board.Dr.
Shoemakers research proved that considerable saving could be re-
alized by improving the inlet on certain box culverts.Both the
state of Oregon and this region of the bureau of public roads have
designed several box culverts using results of the research.
In fact, the research here at Oregon State convinced us that
we did not know all the fundamentals of culvert flow.As a result,
the bureau is sponsoring an extensive culvert research project at
the national bureau of standards.This project has been in progress
for the past two years, and mainly concerns the hydraulics of pipe
culverts.
It is dangerous to attempt in just a few minutes an explana-
tion of the theory of Dr. Shoemaker's research. However, I will
illustrate how the improved entrance saved approximately $10, 000
on a box culvert installation in Virginia.
The culvert shown in Figure 7 is 282 feet long on a 3.44%
grade.The main barrel section is 7 feet wide by 6 feet high, and
the height of the fill is to be approximately 9 feet above the flow line
at the entrance.The entrance is fJared in a length of 14 feet to a
top width of 14 feet.The top of the flared section is an extension of
15the top of the barrel, making the depth at entrance 6 feet.The en-
trance cross-sectional area is twice the barrel area.This culvert
is designed to have the same capacity as a conventional double 6-
by 6-foot box; hence the saving of $10, 000.
Figure 7. Box Culvert with Tapered Entrance
Designed to Force Barrel to Flow Full
and to Reduce Depth of Ponding at Entrance
Now, the big question is, "How can you make use of this
idea of flaring the inlet?" It is obvious from the example I have
just shown you that the common practice of comparing flow capac-
ities of culverts by comparing cross-sectional areas does not
apply.In fact, the cross-sectional area is only one factor which
determines the capacity of a culvert.Type of entrance, roughness
and length of the culvert barrel, grade of the barrel, and most im-
portant, the available hydraulic headall should be considered in
computing culvert capacities.
Because most design engineers.do not have the time to go
into the details of such computations, we have compiled a culvert
design manual for use by our design engineers.The manual, en-
titled "A Simplified Method for the Hydraulic Design of Culverts,"
is presented in chart form. No formulas or computations are re-
quired to use it.Charts showing the advantages of the flared en-
trance are included for both pipe and box culverts. Copies of this
manual may be obtained by writing to the regional engineer of the
bureau of public roads in Portland. Our supply is limited; there-
fore, we suggest that only design offices of the various highway de-
partrnents request copies.Your constructive criticism of this man-
ual will be welcomed. With your help we can eventually develop a
16good culvert design manual.
As I stated in the beginning, there are many practical aspects
of highway drainage. One of the most important is the use of com-
mon sense or engineering judgment.All of you drive automobiles,
and only a few of you would be foolish enough to attempt a right-angle
turn at 50 miles an hour.Yet every day we observe damage where
some engineer has attempted to force water traveling at relatively
high velocities to turn sharply.
Examples of such damage usually involve stream alignment
in making channel changes and installing culverts.Figure 8 shows
an embankment failure caused by a poorly designed channel change.
The object, of course, was to eliminate culverts or a bridge.In
this case, the flood flow from the channel upstream hit an unpro-
tected embankment in the direction of the original channel.The
trees to the left in the photograph were a deterrent to flow which
kept the flood water next to the fill.The solution here was protec-
tion of the fill with rip-rap and removal of some of the trees.
Figure 8.Roadway Embankment Failure
Caused by Poorly Designed Channel Change.
Some engineers attempt to make a saving by installing cul-
verts at right angles to the roadway embankments, as shown in
Figure 9.More consideration should be given to the characteris-
tics of the stream itself.
17Roadway
Figure 9.Sketch Showing a Triple Box Culvert
Installation and Channel Change Designed to Reduce Culvert Length.
Figures 10 and 11 show how a stream running parallel to the
roadway makes an abrupt turn to enter the culvert.The result is
the erosion of the roadway shoulder and the deposition of material in
the barrels of the culvert.The turning of floodwater causes both e-
rosion and the dropping of material.In this case a culvert, even of
smaller size, placed in the direction of stream flow would have elim-
inated a maintenance problem and the occasional overtopping of the
roadway.
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Figure 10. A Culvert Constructed as Illustrated
in Figure 9.(Note masonry wall and erosion of shoulder.)
Figure 11.Another View of Culvert Shown in Figure 10
Showing Deposit of Material in Two of Culvert Barrels.
So that I do not slight the city representatives present in
keeping within the title of this paper, I would like to mention that
inlets for storm water, catch basins, and storm sewers are all
worthy of discussion.Several cities and counties, including Balti-
more and Los Angeles, have given much consideration to these
topics in the form of field measurements and laboratory research.
Baltimore, Baltimore county, and Maryland state roads commis-
sion have carried out research on the design of storm water inlets
at the John Hopkins university, Baltimore, Maryland.The publi-
cation of the results of the research is entitled, "The Design of
Storm Water Inlets, " department of sanitary engineering, Johns
19Hopkins university.
Figures 1213, and 14 show some of the tests they ran on
actual installations by using water from fire hydrants.Figure 12
shows the old-fashioned grate with the bars transverse to the flow
of water. Note that a percentage of the water passes over the grate.
By placing the bars in the direction of flow (Figure 13), the capacity
of the grate is greatly increased.
Figure 12.Street Inlet Grate
with Bars Transverse to Direction of Flow.
Figure 13.Street Inlet Grate
with Bar8 Parallel to Gutter Flow.
20Combination grate and curb-opening inlets were tested as
shown in Figure 14.Note how the crossbars deflect and retard the
flow.
Figure 14. A Combination Curb Opening and Grate Inlet.
In conclusion, I would like to say that the practical aspects
of highway drainage are what we make them. Some engineers will
"throw up their handsand say that anything having to do with flood
water is impracticaljust make it big enough and stay out of trouble.
Others are willing to listen, profit by the mistakes made in the past,
and apply what little knowledge we have in justifying a particular en-
gineering design.
We believe the latter point of view will give us more eco-
nomical and consistent designs, and we will certainly be in a better
position to justify our designs when we get into trouble with the
lawyers'and this trouble is inevitable as long as we have floods
and peopl&
21LEGAL ASPECTS OF DRAINAGE
ALONG AND ACROSS ROADS AND STREETS
George E. Rohde
The subject, I am certain, is neither new nor novel to you
who are engaged in highway, road, or Street maintenance or con-
struction.It is a subject which is with you constantly in varying
degrees.
Judging by the number of drainage problems confronting us
in the legal department of the Oregon State highway commission,
the subject is much more important now than when I first became
associated with the department seven or eight years ago.Mr.
Porter, our right-of-way engineer, is confronted almost every day
with complaints on the part of property owners adjoining our high-
ways for injuries said to have been incurred by reason of the high-
way department casting unwanted waters on their property.These
complaints are matched by an equal number from property owners
who allege that wells, springs, or other riparian rights are being
taken or damaged without compensation.That some of these com-
plaints are not settled to the satisfaction of the owners can be testi-
fied to by the number of cases against us which are pending in court
at the present time.
What is the reason for the rapidly increasing number of
claims?I do not believe the increase is due to a lack of awareness
on the part of road builders that a proper disposition must be made
of waters inteTcepted during the course of highway construction.In
fact, drainage facilities are incorporated by our engineers in the
plans and design of roads and highways.
Perhaps the reason for the increase in claims lies in the un-
usually large precipitation in the Northwest during the winter of
1955-56, or perhaps because of changes in highway construction
methods. Not too many years ago, highways were constructed more
nearly to the contour of the land, and a few inches or a foot of high
water covered the road.Abutting property owners were not too con-
cerned and said, "When the water declines, we'll use the road again.
However, the public today demands all-weather roads, with grade
levels above ordinary high water, which usually changes the pattern
of the water runoff.Abutting owners were quick to blame the ad-
vent of the highway for the injuries they may have suffered.In
many cases the injuries were not due to the highway, but were the
same injuries they had endured from the beginning of time.At least
defense attorneys and their witnesses make that contention.
22Another possible reason for the increase is the greater uti-
lization of land in the area in which roads are being relocated, and
the urbanization of many areas surrounding our cities and towns,
with a consequent increase in drainage into streams, existing
ditches, and sewers, which often overtaxes these facilities.
All of these reasons probably have some bearing on the num-
ber of claims of this type, as does the apparently increasing tend-
ency on the part of our people to seek relief for real or fancied
wrongs by way of litigationwhich tendency is not retarded by the
size of some of the verdicts rendered these days.
Whatever the reasons, added thought should be given to
water drainage problems by the various governmental agencies con-
cerned.These problems are the basis for my subject, and can be
classified according to the legal aspects of the several categories of
waters involved in highway drainage.These include surface waters,
streams and water courses, ordinary and extraordinary floods, per-
colating and subterranean waters, and waters stored on the owner's
land.I will consider in turn the legal rights and duties with respect
to each. However, time will not permit a fully detailed treatment of
each phase of the subject.I will review the general rules of each
category in the hope that the discussion will stimulate your thinking
abou.t the subject, and perhaps be of some value to you.
I should say first that the legal rights and obligations having
to do with drainage are the same between the owners of highway
rights of way and adjoining property as between two private owners
of adjoining land, except for the existence of constitutional and stat-
utory provisions that private land not be taken without the payment
of just compensation. Let us now examine some of these rights and
duties and see how they affect highway drainage problems.
The first category under discussion, surface water, is de-
fined as being those waters diffused over the surface of the ground
and derived from falling rains or melting snow.They continue to
be such until they reach some well-defined channel, wherein they
are accustomed to flow with other waters.Thereupon, they cease
to be surface waters and become a stream.There are two legal
theories on how a landowner may dispose of surface water which is
on or flows upon his land.
The first of these theories arises out of, and is known as
the common law rule which, simply stated, is that an upper land-
owner has no right to discharge accumulated water on the landof his neighbor below him, and the lower proprietor may lawfully
obstruct, divert, or interfere with such surface water, without li-
ability, by reason of such action.This rule is also known as the
common enemy rule, according to which, broadly stated, each land-
owner may fight off surface water and dispose of it as best he can,
such as building a wall around his property to prevent surface waters
from flowing on his property.
The other theory is known as the civil law rule, which s
followed in Oregon. The civil law favors such owner the right to
have diffused surface water flowing or coming naturally upon his
premises to pass through the natural channels of drainage thereon,
onto, or over a lower tract.It is said that the reason for, or the
theory of this rule is based upon nature itself.In other words,
nature has ordained that surface waters should follow the natural
slope or contour of the earthTs surface.Thus you can see, as was
said by an eminent justice of the Oregon supreme court, that the
law of the state favors drainage.
The civil law seems to allow the drainage of surface water
from land, by means of artificial ditches or tiles, into a stream
or onto lands where it would flow naturally, even though the nat-
ural flowage is accelerated. Under the civil law, however, one
cannot collect surface water into an artificial channel and precipi-
tate it in greatly increased or unnatural quantities upon his neigh-
bor to his substantial injury.
The riparian owner of land through which, or along the
border of which flows a stream or natural watercourse, may ac-
cumulate surface water falling upon lands adjacent thereto and
cast them into the stream, although the flow is thereby accelerated
and the volume increased.The riparian owner may not, however,
by ditches or drains cast so much surface vater into the stream as
to fill it beyond its natural capacity and cause it to overflow and
flow over lands of a lower proprietor without being liable for dam-
ages. Moreover, the upper landowner cannot drain into a stream
surface waters which would not otherwise flow in that direction
without again being liable for any resultant damages.
Following the usual legal axiom that wherever there is a
right there is a duty, when the upper landowner has the right to
have surface waters drain naturally upon the lower lands, there is
a duty on the lower landowner to keep the drainway open and not to
obstruct the same.If the lower proprietor builds a structure
across a natural drainway, he must provide for the natural passage
through such obstruction all of the water that may be reasonably
24anticipated to drain therein, and this is a continuing duty.
With respect to the second category of waters, a stream or
watercourse, there is a difference in the rights and duties of one
landowner to another.In the case of such running streams, the
abutting property owner has certain rights referred to as riparian
rights.There are many such rights, but those most important
from our standpoint are hereinafter set forth.
In the absence of statutes to the contrary, each riparian
owner has the right to reasonable use of the water for such pur-
poses as irrigation, operation of a mill, etc. ,subject to the rights
of the riparian owners above and below. He cannot divert the
stream from its natural course, unreasonably retard its flow, or
pollute the water by refuse. He may not dam up the stream and
flood the owners above or raise their water level, even though no
damages are done.To do so would give such owners a cause of
action to recover damages sustained or to injoin or abate the nui-
sance.The stream may be diverted by a riparian owner on his own
land if he returns it to its regular channel before it reaches his low
boundary. He also may detain the water in a reservoir for useful
purposes, provided he does so in a reasonable manner with a min-
imum of interference of the rights of others.
Not every natural drainway is a stream or watercourse.To
determine whether one is dealing with a stream or just surface
waters, with attendant rules, it is necessary to define a stream.
A stream or watercourse has been defined as a stream of
water usually flowing in a particular direction, with well-defined
banks or channels.However, the water need not flow continuously;
the channel may sometimes be dry.The term watercourse, how-
ever does not include water descending from the hills, down the
hollows and ravines, without any definite channel, and only in times
of rain and melting snow, but where water, owing to the hilly or
mountainous configuration of the country, accumulates in large
quantities from rain and melting snow, and at regular seasons de-
scends upon the lands below through long deep gullies or ravines,
and in its onward flow carves out a distinct and well-defined channel,
which even to the casual glance bears the unmistakable impress of
the frequent action of running water, and through which it has flowed
from time immemorial. Such a stream is to be considered a water-
course.
25We turn now to our next category, where we had a case de..
cided by the Oregon supreme court in 1952 holding that the rule
which would best serve this state and would tend to promote the in-
terest of the people without causing undue hardship, was to allow
the owner of land to divert onto the land of an adjacent owner the or-
dinary flood waters that would drain naturally in that direction
through long-established natural channels, and through which such
annually recurring ordinary flood waters have long coursed on their
way to join the parent stream.
Therefore, ordinary floods are governed by a rule similar
to that governing surface water, and the lower owner may not ob-
struct such ordinary flood waters which come onto his lands by way
of a natural flood plain.When, during times of flood, any part of
the waters of a stream becomes separated from the main body and
spreads out over the country without following any definite course
and never gets back to the main stream, it ceases to be flood water
and becomes surface water. However, as long as the waters form
one continuous body, flowing in the ordinary course of the stream
and returning to the natural channel as they recede they are, prop-
erly speaking, waters of a watercourse, though not confined to the
banks of the stream.
The aforementioned rule as to flood waters is the civil law
rule.The common law rule being that flood waters are a common
enemy' to be repelled by any landowner as he sees fit and without
liability.Under this rule, each landowner may protect his prop-
erty from the flood in such manner as he finds best suited to his own
protection.
The common law rule is applicable in all jurisdictions with
respect to extraordinary floods; namely, those which either as to
the time of occurrence or magnitude are unexpected, such as might
eventuate from the destruction of a dam or a cloudburst of magni-
tude. A flood is ordinary when its time of occurrence and magni
tude might have been anticipated in view of the flood history of the
locality and the existing conditions affecting the likelihood of floods
by a person of reasonable prudence.
We come now to subterranean streams and percolating
waters. As to the former, it will suffice to say that the same
legal precepts apply that govern the diversion or obstruction of
watercourses or streams.This is not true with respect to perco-
lating waters, which are defined as those waters oozing or perco-
lating through the soil in varying quantities and uncertain directions,
26seeping or circulating in minute particles beneath the surface of the
ground, without banks or defined channels, and whose course is in-
visible and unknown.These waters are commonly considered to be
part of the land itself and belong absolutely to the owner of the land.
He may intercept or impede them as he sees fit without liability to
other landowners, even though the result may be to dry up the source
of supply of springs or wells on adjoining premises.
Such has been the law in Oregon since 1876, when a defend-
ant dug a ditch to drain a swamp on his own land.This apparently
resulted in cutting off the source of supply of his neighbor's spring.
The neighbor brought suit and attempted to show the water flowed to
his property by a well-defined underground channel. He failed in
his proof and lost the case.
There could be some modification in this rule if tried at the
present time.It might be held that an owner can rightfully appro-
priate only so much water as he reasonably needs, but if he takes
an excessive amount and interferes with its use by others,liability
will follow.However, there seems to be no lessening of the rule
that a person may use his own property as he sees fit, such as in
the construction of a building or a highway thereon, thereby pre-
venting the flow of percolating waters onto an adjoining property as
before.There is no legal liability in the latter instance.
We turn now to the final category of water, such as might
be stored in pits, reservoirs, tanks, etc.This category is con-
trolled by a rule known to law students as the Ryland vs. Fletcher
rule.The rule is that where a landowner brings water onto his
land and stores it in such manner, he does so at his own peril and
he is liable for its escape and injury to others, even though without
fault on his part. A reason given for this rule is that waters stored
in such quantities as to cause injury upon escape are inherently dan-
gerous, just as stored dynamite. Not all states subscribe to such
rule, but it is seemingly a doctrine to which the Oregon court sub-
scribes.
Having reviewed very briefly some of the legal principles
involved in the handling of waters which would be applicable in the
construction of highways, roads, or streets, it now seems appro-
priate that they be translated into some rules of "do's and don'ts"
of practical benefit to a road builder.The more important ones
would be as follows:
1A road builder may not dam up or repel surface waters
nor those in a watercourse that would normally flow over the right
of way.
272.Adequate culverts, bridges, or other openings should be
provided so as to maintain the natural drainage channels of surface
waters, streams, and ordinary flood waters when flowing in their
usual and ordinary course.
3.The flow of surface water along natural depressions or
drainways may be hastened and incidentally increased by artificial
means on the part of the road builder, so long as the water is not
diverted from its natural flow.However, in doing so,the road
builder must act with a reasonable consideration for the rights of
other property owners by not causing an unusual or unreasonable
amount of water to be emptied upon the lower land.
4.No water should be diverted over land or through a
watercourse that would not normally receive such waters in the
natural course of drainage.
5.No change should be made in the natural course of a
creek, stream, river, or other watercourse except that a diver-
sion may be made as long as it is confined completely within land
held under the control of the road building agency.
6. A highway, road, or Street may be constructed without
regard for the diversion or loss of percolating waters to adjacent
landowners, even though such percolating waters are the source of
supply to a well or spring.
7.Construction of a highway may give rise to liability to
pay for the diversion or loss of waters flowing in well-defined
streams or subterranean waters when the claimant has acquired a
property right therein by appropriation.
8.If waters which have been impounded by a dike, dam, or
in a reservoir, tank, or other container, are released to the injury
of others, the individual or agency impounding them is liable to the
other. An example would be unplugging a culvert with the effect of
casting waters onto other property to its consequent damage.
9.The degree of care and foresight one must use in con-
structing embankments and culverts over natural streams in order
to avoid liability for injury to adjacent property from flooding, is
that which a discreet and cautious man would or ought to use if the
risk of loss was to be exclusively his own, and must be in propor-
tion to the nature and magnitude of the injury likely to follow from
the occurrence.
2810.When the highway or facility is being threatened by an
unprecedented or extraordinary flood, the governmental agency may
take whatever action is necessary to protect its property without in-
curring liability for incidental damage to other properties.
A property owner whose land has been injured by an agency
of the state, or a muncipality by the diversion of a stream from its
natural course, or by flooding the property through a dr.ain or sewer
so constructed that such flooding is a necessary result of the con-
struction of a road, highway, or bridge, is given the right to com-
mence an action often called inverse condemnation to recover com-
pensation therefor, even if the owner of the property is not actually
dispossessed or the property completely destroyed.
The right to drain properly a highway facility is generally
considered a public purpose for which condemnation could be insti-
tuted, and I would, therefore, recommend a study of the drainage
pattern of a contemplated project and the acquisition by negotiation
or condemnation of the necessary drainage easements as will be
needed to provide the proper drainage from property owners whose
lands will necessarily be injured by waters as a result of the project.
For the instances mentioned, where the drainage problem is
aggravated by increased utilization of land or the urbanization of the
surrounding areas and where it is impossible to determine to what
extent the waters are those for which the adjacent owners or the
highway authorities would be responsible, no solution seems to be
possible which would be reached solely by protecting either the ad-
jacent owner's land or the highway.It has been suggested in an
article appearing in the Journal of the Highway Division of the Amer-
ican Society of Civil Engineers (October 1956) that a comprehensive
solution is needed which protects all concerned. Such conditions
might well give rise to cooperative projects wherein the interested
parties share the cost.
29EFFECTIVE USE OF ENGINEERING MANPOWER
(By Photogrammetric Application)
Walter T. Wright
Introduction
I feel pleased and honored to have been selected to discuss
the subject of photogrammetry. Much of the background for my
discussion will be found in the experiences of the Oregon highway
department as we proceed in the formation and amplification of a
photogrammetry arm within the location survey section.
Photogrammetry may be defined as the science of obtaining
accurate measurements from photographs. As used in the following
discussion, the word will refer only to aerial photographs, and even
more specifically, to aerial vertical photographs.It would seem
appropriate, therefore, to make a few remarks on the subject of
photography and aerial vertical photographs.
Photography
That basic element of all photogrammetric work, the aerial
photograph, may vary in quality from a valuable and precise scien-
tific record to a nearly valueless piece of photographic paper.The
highest quality photograph used in photogrammetric work is a prod-
uct of precisely-timed exposures of high quality film in a compli-
cated and costly aerial camera.It is a product of the teamwork be-
tween an efficient crew which puts the plane in the air at the proper
time of day and flies a scientifically determined course and altitude
in level flight so the axis of the camera may be perpendicular to the
earth at each exposure.
The best photo must be exposed on a day with little or no
cloud shadow, the sun near its zenith, and at the proper season of
the year.It should be exposed at such a time interval as to have
overlapped about 60% of the distance, parallel to the line of flight,
which has been covered by the previous photograph. Few of the
photographs we use incorporate in full all the desirable elements.
Aerial photography is available from a number of sources,
among which are the U.S. Department of Agriculture through its
Soil Conservation Service, Commodity Stabilization Service, and
U.S. Forest Service; State Forestry department; several county
tax departments; private aerial photographs; and photogramme-
trists.
30We have frequently availed ourselves of Department of Agri-
culture photography, which is flown on an average scale of 1 inch
equals 1670 feet.At present we have let a service contract to a
private firm which supplies custom-flown photography on order, as
needed for our plotting equipment.
Aerial vertical photographs are used in many ways.The
most common use, and least accurate, is to use a single photograph
as a map, or to lay down a line of photographs as a mosaic. A
single photograph has accuracy approaching a map if exposed over
almost level terrain, in a camera of long focal length, and in a
truiy vertical plane.All photo images which lie on terrain of the
same elevation as that in the center of the photograph will be in
approximately true map position.Those lying on different eleva-
tions will be displaced either inward or outward from true position,
as measured from the center of the photograph, according to
whether the terrain is lower or higher than at the photo center.It
is the scientific measurement of these displacements and the appli-
cation of the proper space geometry which permits the accurate
plotting of planimetry, culture, and contours direct from aerial
photography by use of special plotting machines.
Stereoscopic Examinations
The first equipment purchased by our department consisted
of several mirror stereoscopes. When two consecutively exposed
pictures are oriented under this piece of equipment, the overlap
area which is common to both photos immediately stands out in
third dimension.The dimension of height is somewhat exaggerated
in the stereoscopicmodel. 'It is possible to make rough parallax
measurements with an engineer's scale on these photos and thus
determine approximate differences in elevation.Immediately we
can see the application of such a rough process to reconnaissance
ordtr route determinations.
Our greatest use of stereoscope equipment, however, is
that of simply viewing, with no attempt at space measurement. As
our library of photo prints gradually builds up and the areas of cov-
erage become more complete, we find the demand for photos ever
greater and coming from all quarters.The designer is becoming
accustomed to the study of a 3-D model which embraces an area of
perhapsO0 acres at the site of a proposed interchange or bridge
structure.
The geologist and soils engineer no longer need guess what
mysteries are hidden by vegetative cover.Stereoscopic examin-
ation of route photography gives him a bird's-eye view of the land
31forms; shows the location of slides, whether active or old; discloses
the outcrop of solid rock formations; and points to areas worthy of
investigation as material sources. No physical factor associated
with route location need be overlooked.
Even in those areas where a locator is working off an aerial
contour map of broad coverage, a stereoscopic examination of the
photos is an invaluable aid in selecting the proper route for staking.
Not only are the physical factors affecting route and geometric de-
sign plainly accentuated, but also the pattern of culture and develop-
ment.
In a state where the population is growing rapidly, economy
expanding, and new patterns of development evolving, the selection
and location of a proper route for a highway or road has become
very complex when compared with the relatively simple process of
a quarter of a century ago.The wealth ofinformationplaced in the
hands of the highway engineer by stereoscopic photographic cover-
age plays its vital part in minimizing costly errors in route selec-
tion and design.Such errors are usually paid for in unusual main-
tenance costs or excessive vehicle operating costs.
The utilization of this single simple facet of photogrammetry
helps to produce a better job by conventional methods.It also af-
fords an important saving in that precious commodityengineering
man-hours.Unfortunately, the saving is variable with a given pro-
ject and an individual engineer. No fixed money value can be as-
signed, but it can vary from approximately 10% to 25% of the cost of
a highway location.
Stereo-Plotting Equipment
The mention of photogrammetry brings to the mind of the
average highway or road builder a memory of that slick paper bro-
chure which recently passed over his desk.It extols in glowing,
press-agent's prose the miracles in modern map making that are to
be his uponengagingthe services of this particular photogrammetric
firm.I suspect that under the most favorable circumstances these
firms are able to produce the miracle. However, one caution should
be observed in western Oregon. No plottinginstrumenthas yet been
devised which can accurately plot contours when the ground is not
clearly visible on the photograph. On open terrain, skillfully oper-
ated instruments deliver contours which are accurate within one-half
the contour interval throughout 90% of the area, and at no place are
they in error more than one contour interval.In timbered or brushy
areas, such accuracies appear highly unlikely, if our experience is
32any criterion.It would appear likely that any job of contouring done
by aerial methods on such terrain as the Oregon coast, for instance,
would probably prove to be of only reconnaissance order accuracy.
Stereo-plotting equipment is available to fit almost any need
or any requirement of accuracy. Equipment variesgreatly.The
first-order plotters (all of European design and manufacture), can
extend horizontal and vertical control without field survey, and can
plot planimetry and contours as accurately as a ground survey by
conventional methods.This equipment is very costly.
At the other end of the plotting scale is the relatively inex-
pensive stereocomparator type of equipment which plots directly
from photographic prints and makes no corrections for distortions
or displacements.The end product is a form line of moderate ac-
curacy.
We are fully cognizant of the limitations to plotting accuracy
imposed by Oregon's terrain and vegetative cover.The advantages
in using the stereo-plotting equipment are so great that we are
undertaking now to produce records for our own use with our own
equipment.In this fashion we may tailor each job to our specific
need with a flexibility of operation which is not possible through con-
tract work with private firms. As a beginning, we have purchased
two pieces of plotting equipment, together with some necessary
photo lab equipment.Experience to date indicates that we may find
it desirable to own a good aerial camera or cameras.
Our Zeiss stereotope is areconnaissanceorder plotter
which is capable of producing, under the best conditions and with
high quality photography, tolerable accuracies up to a possible "C"
factor of 600.C' factor is determined by dividing the flight height
by the contour interval and is, therefore, a measure of the plotting
sensitivity of the instrument.
This instrument works directly from contact prints.It is
possible to correct reasonable tip and tilt in the photography. A
pantograph arrangement permits variation of plotting scale. We
are attempting to use the equipment with an absolute minimum of
ground control; using to the utmost radial plot extensions. With
this equipment we are plotting reconnaissance maps to a scale of
1 inch = 400 feet and contour interval of 10 or 20 feet.These maps
are to be used for purposes of route selection or for rapid estima-
tion of a projected improvement.
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A typical reconnaissance procedure might follow this pattern.
As a first order of business, a search would be undertaken and a
listing made of all available map and photographic records which
cover the assigned area. As a general rule, certain route controls
exist, or at the very least, definite termini.Except in a rare in-
stance of extremely rough topography, the best highway route will
lie within a band extending in width not over 0. 6 of the length.In
other words, if we cite as an example a route between termini 50
miles apart, with no intermediate control, it is likely the most fea-
sible route would lie within 15 miles of the air line between the two
termini.
All available maps covering the route band should be assem-
bled, also any existent aerial photography.The Department of Ag-
riculture photography at l:Z0,000 scale ratio is excellent for this
reconnaissance purpose.In combination with map studies, a stereo-
scopic examination of the area photography should be made.If no
reliable contour information is available on the maps, rough par-
allax measurements may be made on the photographs in order to de-
termine approximate gradients, where critical, and the feasibility of
the use of mountain passes. An approximate line along every feas-
ible route may be sketched on the photographs with a grease pencil.
Detailed examination of the photography will generally show certain
points of superiority, and will enable theselectionfor more detailed
study of not over two or three route alternates.
Photography for reconnaissance plotting may then be flown
over each of the route alternates at a scale of approximately 1 inch =
800 feet. A single strip of photography along each route will permit
the plotting, under the stereotope, of a strip map scale of 1 inch
400 feet, contour interval 10 feet, width over 1 mile. From this
point, conventional procedures may be used to determine rapidly
which route is most feasible for the location survey. We know of
proven instances where stereoscopic examination of aerial topo-
graphy has shown a route that was completely overlooked or too soon
abandoned by an experienced and capable locator conducting recon-
naissances with the best ground methods.
Location and Design Procedures
The second piece of plotting equipment purchased was a Kelsh
plotter.Under the best conditions the instrument can produce work
of tolerable accuracy up to a "C" factor of IZOO. With this machine
we propose to create conventional contour maps varying in scale
34from 1 inch = 50 feet with Z-foot contours in urban areas, to 1 inch
= 200 feet with 5-foot contours in rural areas.Spot elevations may
be determined to accuracies of about 1/5 contour interval.
This type of mapping requires control of much greater ex-
tent and accuracy than that proposed for stereotope work. At pre-
sent we see two possible ways to handle this control requirement.
The first alternative, and most preferable in this era of
short manpower, is extension by first-order plotter. We now are
having price and time quotations made by two separate large photo-
grammetric firms.First-order plotters cost some $65, 000 and
are not found in the average photogrammetrist's plant.Our use of
the services of the private firms no doubt will depend on the factors
of cost, waiting time, availability of survey manpower, and urgency
of the mapping project.
The second alternative, of course, is the use of our own
survey forces.Under certain conditions this solution might be su-
perior, and involves no unnecessary work.
For instance, consider the project we have just carried
through the reconnaissance stage.Or, equally appropriate, any pro-
ject on which we know where, within very narrow limits, we want our
final line. A projection is made on the best available map. A pre-
liminary line based on the projection may then be run, and ground
markers set along this line at intervals not to exceed 400 feet.These
markers should be of such size, shape, and material as to show
readily on a low level aerial photo. New photography may then be
flown on a scale of approximately 1 inch = 400 feet; the photo flight
centering on the line marked on the ground.The preliminary line
should meet normal standards of traverse accuracy, and bench levels
should be run over the line.Property ties may be made from this
line, and as soon as photography is flown, wing point elevations for
control under the Keish plotter can be established to the nearest 1/2
foot.
It is possible now to run cross sections under the Kelsh
plotter, using the P line as a base line and extending the cross sec-
tion to any feasible length on either side of the line.The Keish ma-
chine is able to determine a spot elevation with much greater accu-
racy than a contour is traced, so the cross-section accuracy would
approach that of a field survey cross section.
At present it is necessary to plot on the map those points at
which cross-section elevations are read, then plot to scale for
35determination of distance from the base line.First-order plotters
have a recording device which enables the operator to punch a
button at any given instant, thus causing the X, Y, and Z coordi-
nates of the tracing dot to be recorded automatically on a printed
sheet or a punch tape.With such a potential, the first-order
plotter can be hooked into a production chain with an electronic com-
puter so that cross sections are stored in the machine as rapidly as
picked. As yet no such recording device is available for theelsh
plotter, but research toward that end is under way.
Kelsh-picked cross sections, developed from directly-read
elevations and offset distances scaled on the manuscript, now will
be fed into the electronic computer. A projection will be made in
order to determine centerline offsets from the base line.This in-
formation, together with the cross sections and all basic design
data, will go into the computer.In a process which will be specifi-
cally outlined by Mr. LeTourneux, the computer then will deliver
almost instantaneously on a printed sheet the complete earthwork
data. A few minutes' inspection of the data sheet by an experienced
locator will indicate the line changes or grade changes necessary to
balance the earthwork.
The two or three trials normally required are reduced to the
work of hours rather than days. No cross-section plotting is re-
quired unless for some other design need. A sheet is delivered
from the machine which shows areas, volumes, mass summation,
slope stake distances on each side of the centerline, and other data
if desired or needed.
The projected final location line now may be field run at any
time. Inasmuch as the preliminary control line is on the ground to
serve as a base line for running the projection and to show the pro-
spective bidders the ground position of the located line, the project
probably could be under contract before the line was run.
Conclusion
This discussion of the Kelsh electronic computer combina-
tion has perhaps sounded rather nonspecific.This can be attrib-
uted to the fact that neither piece of equipment is yet in real pro-
duction for us.The Kelsh plotter has been set up within the past
month and is in limited production.The computer will not reach us
until May.Therefore, we have not determined any standard oper-
ating procedures.It may take some time to evolve such procedures,
but those outlined herein are substantially the same as current prac-
tices in organizations equipped for this type of work.Consequently,
36we know highway location and design can be worked in this manner.
I believe I can safely promise that anyone present may drop
by the state highway building in July, or later, and see photogram-
metry and electronic computations teamed together in a process
which will truly astound the old-time locating engineer.
EFFECTIVE USE OF ENGINEERING MANPOWER
(By Electric Computations)
Keith F. Kohier
More effective use of our engineering manpower is a topic
which has expanded from a few general and broad discussions sev-
eral years ago to nearly a daily topic of discussion of actual solu-
tions applied to specific engineering work.
Just a few years ago most articles, by both educators
teaching engineers and organizational heads employing engineers,
were aimed at drawing more students into the engineering field.
Emphasis was placed on increasing engineers' salaries and im-
proving their professional status and working conditions.
Continued progress is being made toward increasing engin-
eers' salaries and improving their professional status.However,
there still are not enough engineers entering the highway field to
meet the present and prospective needs.In general, highway agen-
cies have been able to secure only one-third of the civil engineers
needed.
Total enrollment in colleges continues to increase, but the
percentage of students taking engineering has remained at 7-1/2%
for the past 5 years.Out of an annual total of approximately 22, 000
engineering graduates, about 4000 or 18% are civil engineers, of
which only about 600 or 15% are entering highway work.Thus, less
than 3% of all engineering graduates are entering the highway field
(1).This highway engineer shortage extends from the city and
county levels through the state and federal highway agencies.
The President's highway bill proposed in 1954, and the sub-
sequent enactment of the federal-aid highway act of 1956, made it
apparent that more effective use must be made of highway engineer-
ing manpower, in addition to encouraging more of the potential en-
gineers to enter the highway engineering field.
37Over the past few years highway departments have increased
engineering productivity through better communications.There are
now 246 county and local highway departments using radio-telephones
in the management of mechanized maintenance and construction oper-
ations (2).
Some highway departments and agencies have standardized
bridge and culvert plans to save both engineering man-hours and re-
duce the time necessary to complete a given design.
Aerial photography is being used in varying degrees by most
highway departments in connection with preliminary route analysis,
ground measurements (photogrammetry), identifying soils, locating
aggregate sources, and for taking individual photographs for many
other purposes.
Electronic, high-speed, data-processing machines are the
newest development aimed at increasing engineering productivity. In
years past, a few highway departments pioneered the present trend
by computing some of the highway statistics and engineering compu-
tations on their organizations' accounting equipment.The Oregon
state highway department was one of these pioneers.They developed
the computation of final pay yardage from staked cross-sectional
field notes, using a punched card calculator that could multiply, di-
vide, and crossfoot.Although it operated at a walk compared with
the modern electronic digital computers, it was saving engineering
man-hours.
Some of the expessions or names used in referring to the
modern electronic computers are:electronic high-speed data-proc-
essing machine, electronic digital computer, magnetic drum data-
processing machine, and electronic brain.The only expression
which is misleading is "electronic brain. "This machine cannot
think, and thus will never replace engineers. However, it can do
much of the tedious and time-consuming mathematical computations
necessary in engineering work.
These computers are simply machines that can add, sub-
tract, multiply, divide, and make logical tests, but they do these
arithmetical operations in milliseconds.It is their high speed of
operation, storage capacity, and ability to follow a predetermined
set of computational instructions that make them adaptable to com-
puting engineering problems.The step by step instructions to the
computer for performing any given computation is called a program.
When a program has been developed for the computation of any
given problem, it is made available to other machine users; thus
38minimizing the programing efforts
To compute a given problem on the machine, you place in its
storage the predetermined program steps and then feed in the data
to be computed.In short order you have your answers.
At the present time there are 30 state highway departments
either using or having on order electronic computers for the compu-
tation of highway engineering problems. Of these 30 state highway
departments, 9 are operating their own machines, 4 are using the
machines at service bureaus, and the other 17 have the machines on
order for delivery this year.The significant fact is that they are
primarily acquiring these modern machines for highway engineering
computations, even though they will be used also for accounting work.
Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Washington have these machines ordered
for delivery this year.
It is the service bureau use of the electronic computers that
should appeal to the city and county highway agencies.Region 8 of
the bureau of public roads started using an electronic computer at a
service bureau in Portland in April 1956. We find this type of usage
to be economical in that we pay for machine time on an hourly rental
basis only when we use the machine.Since last May we have been
computing staked cross-section volumes, roadway remeasure volumes,
borrow pit volumes, and clearing and grubbing areas for final pay
quantities. We save approximately 50 engineering man-hours per mile
of new construction and approximately one-third the man-hours cost.
The real saving should be realized in our construction costs, because
the field engineers will have more time available for job control.
In September 1956, we computed our first earthwork quanti-
ties for design cut and fill.On this computation we saved approxi-
mately 30 engineering man-hours per mileagain at a reduced cost.
Eliminating many of the tedious computations required in roadway
design will allow more time to be spent on line and grade adjustments
and result in a more economical design.
We developed the programs for our final pay computations.
For the design cut and fill computation, we altered an existing pro-
gram to fit our specific needs.It is ourintentionto develop pro-
grams or utilize existing programs for all engineering computations
which will increase our engineering productivity.
More effective use of our engineering manpower is becoming
a reality on a nation-wide basis, instead of just a topic for discussion.
While electronic computers will not solve the shortage of highway
39engineers, I am happy to say that all the states in this area are en-
thusiastic participants in the development and extension of thi8 uti-
lization which will materially lessen the shortage.
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EFFECTIVE USE OF ENGINEERING MANPOWER
(By Electric Computations)
George LeTourneux
The use of electronic computers in performing engineering
calculations has expanded so rapidly in recent years that it is be-
coming increasingly difficult to keep track of the functions that are
now being put into machines, and to separate the wheat from the
chaff concerning speculation on possible future machine applications.
However, after an investigation into the uses of a computer for high-
way engineering work, the Oregon highway department ordered a so-
called "electronic brain, " which is scheduled for delivery in May of
this year.You may find it interesting to hear some of the objectives
we hope to accomplish on this IBM type 650 machine.
In connection with aerial mapping, it is possible to assist the
photogrammetric processes with the use of a high-speed calculator.
For some time there have been analytical methods for fixing points
on aerial photographs.The calculations were so long and involved,
however, that the method was seldom used.The photogrammetrists
preferred to fix points by a combination of field surveying and office
trial and error.With the advent of electronic computers, it is now
feasible to perform these laborious calculations and limit the need
for many field ties in fixing three-dimensional coordinates for var-
ious points; thus "tying" together photographic pairs in the construc-
tion of a stereo model.It also may possibly eliminate some errors
in the "trial and error" practice now used, thereby making photo-
grammetric processes even more exact and reliable.
A simple space resection problem for a single photograph
involves approximately 700 mathematical steps to solve for the 6
unknowns.This requires about 4 to 6 hours on a desk calculator.
40An electronic computer can accomplish this in about 30 seconds.
The more complex problem of projecting controls forward
into successive photographs and allowing for the effects of earth
curvature, entails the solution of more than2500arithmeflcal op-
erations to solve for the unknowns.The computation of X, Y, and
Z coordinates of9points per photograph in a strip of 10 photographs
would require about15minutes on a medium-sized electronic com-
puter. When this is compared with the field party time involved in
setting forward control points by conventional surveying methods,
and the machine operator time involved in 'bridging' operations on
a stereo-plotting machine, the economics become pretty obvious,
and the saving in engineering man-hours even more apparent.
In1955the army map service estimated the use of electron-
ic computers in their aerotriangulation work increased their effi-
ciency by about50%,and saved them an estimated 30, 000 engin-
eering man-hours per year.
Our big bread and butter job will be that of computing pre-
liminary or design earthwork for highway locations.At present the
manual method of platting original terrain sections, laying trial
grades and alignments, platting roadbed templates, planimetering
areas, calculating volumes, and platting and computing the mass di-
agram require about 80 man-hours per mile, with an estimated cost
for personal service of approximately$200.The electronic com-
puter can accomplish this same task with an expenditure of about 8
man-hours per mile,with a cost of approximately$15for personal
services plus rental of the equipment.
This is accomplished by punching into cards the original
terrain cross-sectional data.The cross sections may be obtained
by field cross sectioning or they may be taken from contour maps
prepared by photogrammetric means.In this regard it is interesting
to note that the state of Ohio has developed an electronic scanning
device in which coordinates (elevations and distances from a base
line) are automatically entered into punched cards from a photo-
grammetric model in the Kelsh plotter.
The coordinates for the roadbed template sections must be
determined next.The machine can accomplish this alter the engin-
eer has laid a trial grade and alignment.The machine is given
factors such as vertical P.1. ,lengths of vertical curves, horizon-
tal curve data, standard rates of superelevation for the various de-
grees of curvature, width of roadbed, type of ditches, type of slopes,
and any other necessary typical section data.The computer then
41develops the coordinates of the individual roadbed sections, includ-
ing profile grades and vertical curve and superelevation corrections,
and uses these coordinates along with the original terrain data to
calculate the end areas for the cross sections.The machine takes
into account varying slopes, dependent on theheightof cut or fill
that it finds on a particular section, puts in ditches on the cut sec-
tions, allows for benching of cut slopes if desirable, and provides
for any other contingencies designated by the engineer, such as mod-
ification of sections to stay within predetermined right-of-way widths,
etc.
As a result of these calculations the machine comes up with
areas and volumes for both cut and fill.Also produced are total
volumes of both cut and fill and differences between total volumes of
cut and fill.Shrink or swell factors for the various sections of the
project also can be entered, and the machine can apply these factors
to either the cut or fill volumes and give adjusted volumes and the
summation of these adjusted volumes.This summation, of course,
is the mass diagram ordinate for haul computation.
All of these results then may be listed from the punched cards
to a printing machine, and this machine or 'tab' can actually plat
the mass diagram.
In this regard it is interesting to note that the Ohio depart-
ment of highways has developed a device for platting cross sections.
Coordinates for the cross section are punched into cards, these
cards are read, and the coordinates are platted in continuous line
form on a cathode ray tube. A microfilm camera takes a picture of
this platting and these films, or prints from them, may be used to
study the platted sections for critical spots along the proposed align-
ment.
After the engineer has examined the results of the first ma-
chine computation of earthwork quantities, he then may wish to
"balance" his line by making changes in the grade and alignment.
These revised data are submitted to the machine and the entire proc-
ess is repeatedby the machine.It should be emphasized that it is
the engineer who must interpret the results of the trial by the ma-
chine to determine the best location of the highway.
The machine, by the way, operates quite rapidly, requiring
from 5 to 15 minutes to perform the foregoing operation for each
trial on a mile of roadbed.
Traverse and coordinate calculations are another type of
42computation readily handled by an electronic computer.This type
of calculation can include closures, areas within closed traverses,
adjustment of field traverses for elevation and scale factor cor-
rections, and distribution of allowable error on both courses and
distances for any desired result.Of course the calculation of in-
terchanges and the intersections of lines, curves, and spirals is
merely a type of traverse closure, and the machine will easily
make these calculations.
In the area of bridge and structural design, programs are
being developed (with some already in use), for determining stress
analysis, moment distribution, calculation of continuous spans, etc.
The field of traffic analysis and planning might be of partic-
ular interest to you gentlemen.I will mention briefly some of the
possible applications of electronic computers to this type of study.
1.Determination of future traffic patterns on a basis of
relative growth of various areas of the community.
Z.Traffic density studies in which density of traffic can be
studied for critical areas and critical times.This ties in directly
in determining the location of facilities on the basis of origin and
destination studies.
3.Optimum timing and location of traffic lights.It is my
understanding that one large city is considering the use of a 650
computer as the central "brainor control of a grid system of
traffic lights.In this system a real time study is made, with sam-
ples of traffic flow being fed to the machine at short intervals.The
machine then determines the timing for the various traffic lights in
the system to allow an optimum flow of traffic.
4.Another interesting possibility being given considerable
study, particularly in California, is numerical simulation of traffic
flow.This might be thought of as the building within the machine of
a numerical model of a traffic facility such as an interchange or a
critical traffic light.The traffic engineer then can change the pa-
rameters of this model by adding a connection leg to an interchange,
increasing the traffic load on a facility, or changing the timing of a
light to determine the effect on the system. By studying these re-
sults, the traffic engineer can then modify the design of the facility
to meet best the present and future needs.
5.Accident analysis, with respect to all types of contrib-
uting factors such as traffic, weather, signs, condition of driver,
43etc., is another type of study greatly simplified by use of a high-
speed electronic calculator.In fact, the correlation of all types
of statistical studies can be accomplished far more easily by a ma-
chine of this type than by manual methods.
6.Another interesting study is that of sufficiency rating of
facilities.Should an existing facility be improved or relocated,
considering all the factors of present and future traffic, present
and future costs, safety, maintenance, etc?Again, the electronic
computer can furnish the engineer with many valuable results for
interpretation of these studies.
Other types of programing which could be accomplished on
the machine might include the following:
1.Optimum placement of stockpile sites to minimize
hauling.
2.Projection of future costs from past cost analysis studies
3.Minimization of costs considering types of construction
and materials and future maintenance costs.
4.Determination of the relationship of subsurface inter-
faces and underlying strata in geological studies made by sonic
testing.
5.Payrolls, cost distribution, and all account procedures
normally done by conventional punch-card methods.
The electronic computer, in fact, is well adapted to any type
of application involving repetitive calculations, or problems in which
extensive computations are involved, even if the problem is to be
done only a few times.
It must be emphasized, however, that the electronic com-
puter is not a brain.It is only a tool to be used by the engineer.
It does not do the engineering, but it can be used to perform time-
consuming calculations, thus freeing him for interpretation and uti-
lization of these calculations.
44A LABORATORY MODEL HIGHWAY TEST TRACK
Martin Ekse
A highway test track is a predominant feature of a compre-
hensive research program now under way at the University of Wash-
ington.The track has been constructed as a model with a linear
scale ratio of about one to three, making it possible to carry on
studies in a reasonable amount of laboratory space and under con-
trolled climatic conditions.The project originated with Professor
R. G. Hennes, who made provisions for its construction and oper-
ation when More Hall, the civil engineering building, was planned
and built about ten years ago.
The assembly of machinery and the tank on which it oper-
ates are shown in Figure 1.Design and assembly were made in
1955 by an engineering experiment station research fellow, Don
Danielson, who appears in the photograph.
Figure 1.Highway Test Track Assembly.
The tank in which soil subgrade and pavement sections are
built is a refrigeration tank about 3 feet square in cross section and
12 feet long, with 4-inch thick insulated walls and bottom. Subgrade
soil is placed in the tank under carefully controlled conditions of
moisture and density. A pavement section is then built on the sub-
grade and the pneumatic-tired wheels operate in a straight line the
full length of the pavement surface, as seen in the photograph.
Figure 2 shows a view from the opposite end of the track.
45Figure 2.Motor for Highway Test Track Assembly.
The motor is 1 horsepower, variable speed, withwhichsome
variation in speed of operation of wheel loads on the pavement sur-
face may be accomplished. The possible range of this speed ispres-
ently from 0 to about 4 or 5 feet per second.Thus, essentially slow
moving loads of 0 to 10 mph will be studied.
This limitation on speed of operation may be modified by using
a larger motor and by absorbing the longitudinal thrust caused by the
centrifugal force of the wheels as they are carried around the end of
the track.
Operation of the wheel and axle assemblies can be seen best
by the end view shown in Figure 3.The pneumatic-tired wheels are
standard industrial wheels of 12-inch overall diameter, 2-1/2 inch
tread width, and mounted on 3/4-inch axles.The wheels may be
staggered somewhat, as shown, so as to simulate prototype wheel-
track operation.
With a linear scale ratio of 1 to 3, the model wheels repre-
sent a 36-inch truck wheel with a tread width of 7-1/2 inches.Tire
pressure may be carried to 50 psi in the model wheels. On the basis
of equal contact pressure intensity, a 555-pound model wheel load
represents a prototype wheel load of 5000 pounds.There is room to
mount dual wheels on the individual axles, and the axle spacing may
be adjusted to represent the spacing of tandem axles.
The wheels have been calibrated so as to establish definitely
the contact area, tire pressure, and wheel-load relationships.In
46the operation of the test track, wheel loads are varied by increasing
or decreasing the load on the coil springs which are encased in the
metal cylinders shown in Figure 3.This load is transmitted to the
track beams through the main shaft at each end of the track beams,
and thence to the wheel axles via rollers which operate on the beam
flanges.
Figure 3.Wheel and Axle Assemblies.
A close-up of the wheel and axle assembly is shown in Fig-
ure 4.Complete calibration of this assembly was made by use of
two SR-4 strain gages mounted on the axle.The actual wheel load
could be tape-recorded as the wheel moved along the length of the
track.Tire pressures in all the wheels were then adjusted so they
indicated the same wheel load as the calibrated wheel on pressure
cells embedded in the subgrade soil.
Figure 4.Close-Up of Wheel and Axle Assembly.
47The oscillograph and the tape-recording apparatus are shown
in Figure 5.This calibration and instrumentation and the develop-
ment of the pressure cells were made during 1956 by engineering ex-
periment station fellow Leon LaCross.
Figure 5.Oscillograph and Tape-Recording Apparatus.
In the initial run of the test track operation, 18 pressure
cells were embedded in the subgrade soil at various positions and
depths on a cross
roadway surface (Figure 5).The pressureintensityat any cell
could be observed and recorded by use of the selector box at the
left rear corner of the table in the photograph.Thus, the pressure
distribution could be studied for various wheel loads, pavement
types and thicknesses, and under varyingconditionsand types of
subgrade soil.The insulated tank will make possible freezing and
thawing of pavement and soil, and a ground water table may be in-
troduced at the bottom of the tank.
Distribution of pressureintensitywithin the subgrade soil
and pavement surface deulections will be the basic criteria used in
the gathering of data which, it is hoped, will lead to valuable in-
formation for both verification and modification of present design
procedures andconstructionpractices for both highways and air-
ports.The scope ofinvestigationat present seems to be rather
limited.
Development of a satisfactory pressure cell has been a
major task in this project.Restrictions on size, diameter-thick-
ness ratio, sensitivity and range, and installation difficulties all
contributed to the complexity of the problem. A cell diameter of
about 2-1/2 inches was deemed to be maximum for use in the model
48test track.However, fabrication difficulties made this diameter,
and a thickness of something less than l/Z inch, about minimum.
Several types of pressure cells were made and tested by
making use of various principles based on deflection of a diaphragm
to activate such elements as hydraulic fluid, pressure sensitive
powder, differential transformer, and SR-4 strain gages.The
latter proved to be the most expedient and practical.
Parts and assembly of this cell are illustrated in Figure 6.
The four SR-4 strain gages are connected to form a full Wheat-
stone bridge, with two of the gages attached to compression fibers
of the diaphragm and two to tension fibers, as illustrated.
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49In a test run to check calibration and instruments, 18 such
cells were embedded in the test track subgrade soil. A silty soil
was used for this subgrade, and was compacted in the tank at opti-
mum moisture of 8%, to about 92% of maximum standard Proctor
density. A small amount of graded sand, passing the number 20
sieve, was used to bed the cells.Pressure readings and measure-
ments of surface deflections were made for various wheel loads, op-
erating on bituminous mats varying in 1/2-inch increments from 0 to
2 inches in thickness.
One-half of the pressure diagram for a 575-pound wheel load
operating on a 2-inch bituminous mat is shown in Figure 7.The
computed values, using the Boussinesq equations, are plotted as the
other half of the diagram.The agreement is sufficiently close to
establish a great deal of confidence in both the range of sensitivity
and the accuracy of the pressure cells.
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Figure 7.Comparison of Measured Pressures With
Pressures Computed by Boussinesq's Equation for a Point Load.
From the several series of pressure readings and surface
deflection measurements which were made in this initial run on the
one soil condition and type, indications were that the track could be
used effectively to study the influence on performance of subgrade
soil and pavement structure as affected by such factors as wheel
loads, rate of application or speed of moving loads, bituminous mat
and base course thicknesses, rigid pavement slab thickness, sub-
grade moisture, freezing and thawing, and other factors influencing
design methods and construction practices.
50As usually the case with model studies, it undoubtedly will
be necessary to build a prototype roadway section for verification
of model test track data, and for extending these data to field con-
ditions.Fortunately, a great amount of such field data is available
from recent road tests, and more will be forthcoming from the
AASHO test road now under construction in illinois.
ASPHALTIC CONCRETE PLANT INSPECTION AND CONTROL
Vaughn Marker
The production of hot asphaltic mixtures for paving is "big
businesseverywhere in the United States.More and more use of
the material is being made until, at present, it is used on most of
the mileage of high-type street and highway construction.The role
of the asphalt plant inspector is of great importance in a production
of such magnitude.
There are several phases between the desire to build a road
and to open that road to traffic.One of the most important portions
of the paving phase is the production of the asphaltic concrete which
will be used for the surfacing.Today, the particular interest in
this portion is the inspection and control necessary in producing a
quality mixture for paving use.
For simplicity of presentation, I will limit my remarks to
those concerning only the batch plant.The basic principles and
reasoning involved in producing a hot bituminous mixture from a
central plant are the same for both continuous mix plants and batch
plantsthe primary difference being in the method of proportioning
therefore, these comments will hold true generally for both types
of plants.I will approach the subject from the consumer's stand-
point rather than the producer's.
The function of the inspector is to influence and guide the
plant operation in a manner which will produce a mix that will meet
the specification requirements of the job at hand.At the same
time he should assist the plant operator in solving production prob-
lems so that he may achieve the highest possible production com-
mensurate with required quality.In many instances a change or a
correction which will increase quality will also increase production
or result in a more efficient plant operation.
The inspector's relationship with the contractor should be
cordial at all times.Cooperation with the contractor is essential
51in obtaining a satisfactory product from the plant.Unless specifi-
cally requested to do so, the inspector should never give instruc-
tions to the contractor.His job is to check equipment, procedures,
and the end product to see that they all meet the specification re-
quirements of the job.
There are two principal considerations which must be kept in
mind at all times in order to produce efficiently a high-quality as-
phaltic concrete mixture from an asphalt plant.These two consider-
ations can be summed up with the words uniformity and balance.
Uniformity of material fed to the plant is mandatory, both in
quality and quantity.Also mandatory is uniformity and continuity of
operation.Balance among all the plant components in the production
flow line is necessary in order to maintain a continuous and uniform
operation. Every decision of the plant inspector concerning changes
or modifications in production should be made only after carefully
considering how they will affect the uniformity and balance of the
whole operation.
The inspector's duties are many and varied in helping to
achieve the desirable in asphaltic concrete production.In order to
approach them systematically, I would like to start at the beginning
of the flow line of the material through the plant.
Aggregate grading is one of the most important contributions
to the success of an asphaltic mixture.The problem of keeping the
grathng uniform and within specification requirements throughout
the flow line of the material is an important one because, to a large
extent, the asphalt demand of the mix is dependent on the grading of
the aggregate.
The first problem arises at the aggregate stockpiles that feed
the plant.It is quite important that the stockpiles be kept separated
in such a manner that no intermingling of the aggregate is possible.
This can be done effectively by placing bulkheads between the piles,
or by placing the various sizes of aggregate in separate storage bins.
The feed from the separate stockpiles to the plant can then be kept
constant by means of calibrated gates in a tunnel under the piles. The
tunnel and belt, or some comparable method of cold feed, is manda-
tory under most specifications.
It is quite significant that the majority of problems occurring
in the drier, on the plant screens, or in the plant bins, can be elim-
inated by control and uniformity of the cold feed.While most
52difficulties in asphalt plant production manifest themselves further
along the aggregate flow line, the basic cause for most of the
trouble usually can be traced back to the cold feed.
The aggregate from the stockpiles travels to the drier via
belt and bucket line.The drier has two primary functions:(1) to
remove the moisture from the aggregate, and (i?) to heat the aggre-
gate to the desired temperature.It is highly desirable to hold the
temperature of the aggregate to the minimum which will dry it and
uniformly coat the individual particles with asphalt, while at the
same time allowing for proper handling on the street.
There is considerable evidence to indicate the service life
of asphalt is appreciably reduced when it is mixed with aggregate
heated to an excessive temperature. On the other hand, it is diffi-
cult to coat the individual particles uniformly if the aggregate tem-
perature is too low. Some of the causes for temperature fluctuation
in the aggregate leaving the drier are: variable moisture content
(primarily in the sand), nonuniform feed to the drier, over-control
of the drier flame by the fireman, and change in the character of
the material being fed to the drier.The inspector should be aware
of all the conditions prevailing on his job, and should pay constant
attention to aggregate temperature.
To facilitate heat control, most specifications require a
heat-indicating device.This is usually located at the outlet of the
drier to provide continuous indication of the aggregate temperature.
This instrument is probably the most important plant control ac-
cessory required, and the value of a rapid, trustworthy heat indi-
cator cannot be overemphasized.The instrument can be either a
pyrometer or a thermometer of some type.The main concern
should be to see that the sensing element of the instrument is so
installed that it is in direct contact with the heated aggregate, but
without excessive shielding.Shielding with excessive thicknesses
of metal causes the heat indicator to reflect the temperature change
in the mass of meta1 surrounding the sensing element rather than to
show rapidly the heat change in the aggregate.The result is ex-
cessive lag time in the instrument, which causes erroneous readings.
Most specifications require a dust collection system in con-
junction with the drier.The purpose of this system also is twofold:
(1) it serves to collect the fine aggregate particles floating about in
the drier and various parts of the plant, and (2) it provides a draft
to help carry the flame through the drier.
This component of the plant is usually called the cyclone,
53and is essentially a centrifugal separator.Fine material in sus-
pension in a stream of air enters at the upper periphery of the cy-
clone and goes into a vortex action.The heavier particles sus-
pended in the air go to the outside of the cyclone shell and fall to
the bottom, while the finer material remains in suspension and is
carried out the exhaust stack with the air.The size of material
leaving the stack is governed to a certain degree by the velocity of
the draft.The dust collector should be equipped so that the collec-
ed fines either can be returned uniformly to the plant, or wasted.
The aggregate travels up a bucket elevator from the drier
to the screen deck of the asphalt plant.The screens have but one
function, and that is to divide the aggregate into the various size
fractions that the plant bins are supposed to contain.
It might be mentioned at this point that an asphalt plant will
do no more than produce an end product made up of various pro-
portions of the material fed to it.It will not make the material.
This statement is a key to efficient plant operation, and its impli-
cations reach all the way back to the aggregate source.
Control of the cold feed is very important at this point. In-
sufficient feed will reduce production by making the batch man
wait for material in the plant bins.Excessive feed will crowd the
screens to such a point that the aggregate will tend to float over
rather than through them. Crowding also causes material of a
smaller size fraction to carry over to the bin which should contain
a larger size fraction.This carry-over also tends to occur when
the plant screens become plugged or blinded.Grading analyses of
samples taken from the various bins by the inspector will indicate
what is happening.The screens should be visually inspected at
least once a day, and cleaned if necessary.
The divided aggregate from the screens falls to the plant
bins below.The main concern here is to be sure the bin parti-
tions have no holes in them, and that the overflow vents in each
bin are functioning properly so that material from one bin cannot
flow into and contaminate an adjacent bin.
In some instances, the material in the fines bin tends to
hang up in the corners of the bin and drops in "gobs, " thus
"slugging" the mix with excessive fines.This can be remedied to
a certain extent by welding fillet plates in the corners to eliminate
the 900 angle.
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theflowof the material over the screens, the finer particles of ma-
terial in a given size fraction fall to the near side of the bin, while
the coarser particles of the same size fraction fall to the far side.
The particle size distribution gradually changes from fine to coarse
across the bin. When material is pulled from the bin by opening a
gate at the bottom, the stream of material is made up of predomi-
nantly fine material at one edge and coarse material at the other.
It is important for the inspector to be aware of this fact since it is
from the bin gates that he obtains the samples of aggregate with
which to perform the various field control tests.
Needless to say, obtaining representative samples with
which to perform tests is of paramount importance, because the
test results can be only as good as the samples from which they are
derived.The relative position of the sampling device in the stream
of material falling from the bin gate determines the character of the
sample taken.This factor is of great importance when sampling
material in the number 1, or fines bin, because this is the material
of greatest surface area variation and of greatest asphalt demand.
To aid in taking good samples, it is recommended that a
sampling device with a long restricted opening be used in order that
it may be inserted into theflowof material without being filled im-
mediately.This allows the sampler sufficient time to position the
sampling device to obtain a representative sample.The use of a
shovel or frying pan should be discouraged, because the problem of
obtaining representative samples is greatly complicated by using
these devices.
The bin proportions used in making a batch are determined
from the grading samples. Once these weights are set up and
posted on the plant scales, every effort should be made to keep them
constant.If the original tests are trustworthy, but subsequent
grading analyses show variations, chances are that the trouble lies
somewhere in the operation before the material gets to the bins.All
possible sources of trouble, from the stockpile to the bins, should
be checked before a change in the batch proportions is made to cor-
rent grading variations.Constant change in batch proportions will
tend to magnify the nonuniformity of the mix rather that to eliminate
it.
Probably the largest single cause of failure of asphaltic
paving mixtures in the past has been incorrect asphalt content.The
reasons for incorrect asphalt content may stem from inaccurate
55scales (both asphalt and aggregate), variation in aggregate grading,
porosity of aggregate, or poor interpretation of preliminary test re-
sults.However, constant attention must be paid to the lever sys-
tems of the scales on the asphalt plant to be sure they are functioning
properly.Knife-edge supports and hangers must be clean enough to
allow for free movement without binding.
From the bins the aggregate is batched in the proper propor-
tions into the weigh hopper, and from there discharged into the pug-
mill mixer. At the same time, the asphalt which has been weighed
into the asphalt bucket also is discharged into the mixer.At this
point most specifications require a timing device to give an accurate
indication of the length of time the batch remains in the pugmill.
This device is necessary to insure the material remains in the pug-
mill long enough to be thoroughly mixed. From the pugmill the mix
is discharged into the truck.
The inspector's duties do not end with the completion of the
mixing cycle. He should make occasional visual checks of the mix
as it is being discharged from the pugmill into the truck, and also
of the complete truckload as it leaves the plant. Any serious non-
uniformity of the mix will be visible. Some of the common causes
for this nonuniformity are:
1.Insufficient mixing time.
.Poor distribution of asphalt across the pugmill.
3.Poor distribution of fines in the pugmill.
4.Insufficient aggregate temperature.
5.Worn paddies and liners in the pugmill.
6.Some combination of the above.
In conclusion, the end product for which the inspector and
producer are striving should be an asphaltic mixture of uniformly
graded aggregate having a constant asphalt content uniformly dis-
tributed, mixed at a minimum temperature to allow thorough coating
of the aggregate with the asphalt, and yet allow for proper handling
on the Street.
The plant inspector is indeed a key man.
56AN INTERPRETATION OF ASPHALT TESTS AS
RELATED TO THE PERFORMANCE OF ASPHALT IN PAVING
JohnJ. Stanko
(Presented by Don McNutt)
I recently attended a meeting in San Francisco where a
group of western asphalt technologists and material engineers
gathered to discuss a set of specifications for paving asphalt. The
petroleum industry was represented by some of their best asphalt
technologists, and the various user agencies by expert material
engineers and pavement designers.
The meeting was arranged by the Asphalt Institute in order
to promote sorely needed universal specifications for the western
states, with the hope that each state, county, city, and federal
agency in this area would adopt these specifications for the asphalt
they order.
After listening to the discussion for some time, I came to
the conclusion that our specifications must be the creation of the
Devil. An examination of the various tests used to measure the
properties of an asphalt makes one wonder just why these methods
are used to test the fitness of asphalt for use in road work.
Such tests as flash point, loss on heat test, solubility in
carbon tetrachloride, oliensis spot test, penetration test, ductil-
ity test, etc. ,are used because of past custom.It is quite appar-
ent the tests were devised to define the general physical properties
of asphalt, and they did not measure the quality of the material as
an ingredient in paving.
The function of a paving asphalt is solely one of cementing
together in a semirigid mass a group of interlocking mineral ag-
gregates in order to provide a smooth wearing surface.It has
been established for centuries that properly graded aggregate with-
out the cementing agent can provide a fairly adequate road surface.
Only recently has man resorted to the large-scale use of cementing
agents in the mass production of roadways.
Through the use of cementing agents, road designers have
been able to produce the tremendous system of highways we now
have by first building the compacted subgrade from proper aggre-
gate and then applying over this grade a relatively thin layer of
mineral mixed with cementing materials.It is only natural that as-
phalt should be used for this purpose as it has the inherent properties
57desired and it is cheap enough to be used for incorporating into
paving structures.
The desirable properties of asphalt have been recognized
for a number of years, and user agencies have attempted to specify
the best asphalts for paving.However, the yardstick for measuring
the properties desired in asphalt are, for the most part, the old
tests we use to measure the general properties of the broad expanse
of general petroleum materials.These tests have been adopted to
measure what we look for in asphalt, but in many cases the specifi-
cations built around these tests seek to eliminate undesirable ma-
terials rather than to define good materials.
This reminds us of the time when the federal government
used the income tax laws to convict Al Capone for his racketeering
rather than use the direct approach to put him in prison for his nu-
merous crimes.
The problem involved in defining the quality of a product is
the establishment of yardsticks to measure the properties of that
product.It is easy to establish some means of measuring pure sub-
stances. For instance, we can measure the boiling point of water,
the melting point of tin, or the tensile strength of steel.
In the case of asphalt, the problem becomes very complex.
Asphalt is not a simple material.It is not a true chemical com-
pound or a mixture of true chemical compounds which are consist-
ent in their makeup or structure.In general, it may be stated
that asphalts are made up of oils, asphaltenes, and resinous ma-
terials.Asphalts are essentially a colloidal dispersion of resinous
bodies and oils which exhibit certain properties, depending upon the
source from which they are produced.In some cases they contain
large quantities of sulfur, and in some cases they contain unsatu-
rated bonds in the chemical structure of the material.The oils
vary in molecular size, in viscosity, and in the degree to which they
are unsaturated.
Since asphalt is a residual substance; that is, it is the rem-
nant of a distillation operation, and since it is a cheap commodity,
it is impossible to separate asphalt into the various fractions men-
tioned above and then to recombine them into unvarying proportions
so that all asphalt will be alike.
Considering asphalt strictly as an ingredient for paving, it
should be rather simple to define a set of properties which would
produce a satisfactory cementing agent for building roads. Actually,
58there are only two physical properties which are of utmost interest
to the paving technologist.These two properties are consistency
and durability, or resistance to change. By consistency we mean
the viscosity of an asphalt during the mixing operation and placing op-
eration, as well as the consistency of the asphalt when it has been put
in place for use in the finished pavement. By durability we mean that
property which defines the ability of an asphalt to maintain the same
physical properties it had when it was produced during the mixing,
laying, and use life periods.
In addition to these two properties, we should have some
means of measuring the chemico-physical property of adhesion of
asphalt to mineral.Also, of course, we must have a set of definitive
properties which are necessary to make sure the supplier furnishes a
product which is safe to use and which is asphalt.These definitive
tests are flash point, to determine the safe temperatures at which the
product can be worked; ductility, to indicate the material is asphalt
and not wax; and finally, a solubility test to indicate what percentage
of the material we are using is, in effect, asphalt and not filler.
You may think this set of requirements is an over-simplifi-
cation of the problem. Let us briefly study the matter.In regard to
the property of consistency, we have adequate means of measuring
the high temperature viscosity of an asphalt.The presently-used
Saybolt viscosirneter, or the Zeitfuchs instrument which is coming
into use, satisfactorily measure the viscosity of asphalt at tempera-
tures in the mixing and laying range.
Technologists have proved that an asphalt which falls within
certain ranges can be mixed satisfactorily with good aggregates and
can be easily layed and rolled into place. However, the problem of
measuring the consistency of an asphalt at atmospheric cold temper-
atures is somewhat more difficult.The deficiencies of the present
penetrometer method are recognized by all technologists.
The preparation of a specimen free of surface blemishes, as
well as the problem of actually setting the needle on the sample, are
minor shortcomings of this test.The fundamental deficiency lies in
the fact that some asphaltic materials tend to wet the needle and,
consequently, the penetration test under these conditions is a meas-
urement of internal shear of the asphalt, whereas in other cases the
asphaltic material does not wet the needle, and under these conditiOns
the test measures the tendency of asphalt to deform under a loaded
needle. Some recent studies have indicated that at cold temperatures
the needle we now use gives widely varying results, indicating that
59the cold temperature penetrations in the past have been meaningless.
The Shell Oil laboratories have come up recently with an in-
strument called the microviscosimeter or sliding plate viscosimeter,
which we believe will overcome the defects of the penetration test.
This instrument measures the actual internal viscosity of an asphal-
tic material over a very great temperature range.If it lives up to
its expectations we feel that viscosity as defined by this instrument
will give us an excellent means of measuring the consistency of an
asphalt under road use conditions.Thus, we would be able to define
an asphalt by an atmospheric viscosity and a cold temperature vis-
cosity, and these definitions would give us a true measure of the re-
sistance of this plastic material to deformation under moving loads
at use temperatures.
The second property with which we are concerned in an as-
phalt is its resistance to change.That is, once having established
the consistency we do not want this consistency to change during the
mixing operation, the laying operation (other than that influenced by
temperature), or in the subsequent period when the road is subjected
to use and weather.
At the present time there are three or four tests which we
use in an attempt to define this resistance to change characteristic.
The test now in use which most accurately defines the resistance to
change is the loss on heat and the subsequent change in penetration
test.However, these tests are run on a large mass of asphalt at a
temperature of 325 degrees, and I am sure we all will agree that the
value of the test in measuring quality is very questionable. Some
asphalts tend to harden on the surface and lock in the volatile ma-
terials under conditions of the test, and thus do not give a true meas-
ure of the percentage of volatiles in the asphalt.
The second means of measuring the resistance to change is
the flash-point test. A material which has a very high flash point
does not necessarily have a good resistance to change properties.
Since this asphalt may have a tendency to polymerize or oxidize at
mixing temperatures, then the flash point would certainly not meas-
ure this resistance to change.Conversely, an asphalt which has a
very low flash point does not necessarily have poor resistance to
change qualities since a good asphalt which may contain very small
percentages of contaminants such as naphtha or kerosene would
give a low flash point but, in essence, the asphalt could be an ex-
cellent asphalt.
60An improvement on the loss-on-heat test is the recent thin-
film test developed by the bureau of public roads, and recently sug-
gested as an addition to the universal asphalt specifications at the
San Francisco conference.The asphalt surface in relation to the
asphalt mass is considerably greater here, hence the rate of evap-
oration as well as the rate of oxidation and/or polymerization in the
asphaltic sample will be considerably accelerated due to the large
surface exposed.This test comes nearer to measuring the change
we seek to measure in that the film is thinner and, consequently, is
more like the film on hot mix. Like the loss-on-heat test, however,
this test is run at a high temperaturea temperature far beyond
that to which roads are subjected during their service life.Also,
the test is run in the absence of mineral aggregate and, therefore,
it is questionable if it measures the true resistance to change ex-
hibited by a given asphalt.Despite these objections, it is the best
means we have at the moment of evaluating the durability of an
asphalt.
The fourth test proposed to eliminate 'certain bad asphalts"
is the oliensis test.This test, like the flash point, serves to rule
out certain asphalts that may be questionable in quality, but also
may rule out asphalts which have good quality.It is the type of
test on which the asphalt industry wastes far too much time in
trying to pass. Better asphalts would result if the industry spent
the same time improving the fundamental quality of an asphalt.
The test is designed to measure the colloidal stability of
asphalt under very definite conditions.The te8t is greatly affected
by the presence of wax.It is known that additives may be used to
correct asphalts having a positive spot reaction so they will give a
negative reaction, but it is questionable if these additives improve
the quality of the asphalt.
The state of California division of highway laboratories has
done some work on a test called the shot abrasion test.Asphalts
are mixed with mineral aggregate under controlled conditions, and
patties of this material are placed in penetration can lids.These
specimens are subjected to a light, heat, and water cycle, and
after a number of such cycles the specimen is subjected to an abra-
sion.The loss of material as a result of this abrasion is supposed
to give an indication of the durability of the asphalt.Mr. Hveem
and his associates at the state of California laboratory have found
some relationship between asphalts which perform well in roads
and which give lower abrasion losses under the above conditions.
61In my opinion, all of the above methods for measuring the
durability of an asphalt fall far short of their goal.Asphalt tech-
nologists would serve the industry well if they were able to develop
some accurate means of measuring durability.
The asphalt roofing industry has developed a weathering test
which,in three or four months' time, gives a good indication of the
weatherlife to be expected of an asphalt.The roofing industry can
establish in this period of time whether or not the asphalt will last
10 or 15 years under actual wearing.
Mr. Hewett and Mr. Faid of the American Oil company have
recently come up with a means of measuring the paraffinic content
of a roofing asphalt.They have established that this paraffinic oil
content is an accurate measure of the weatherlife of a roofing as-
phalt.The test determination requires two or three hours, and
from present indications it may be used as a yardstick to measure
the expected weatherlife of an asphalt.
It is this type of simple quality test that we need in our in-
dustry.If we are able to come up with some means of measuring
durability, and some means of measuring this resistance to change
which I have talked about, the asphalt industry may then use this
yardstick to make a complete study of their asphalts to evaluate the
use of antioxidants, or any additives, to eliminate certain crude oils
from their asphalt streams, to make changes in their processing,
and thus to produce for the paving industry a product that is of good
durability.
Thus, with two simple tests, consistency and durability, we
can define a high-quality asphalt test as we know it today. We should
like to add to these two tests some means of measuring the bond be-
tween asphalt and aggregate so that a study could be made to improve
asphalt in this direction.Of course we cannot eliminate the tests
which I choose to call definitive tests.These are flash point, ductil-
ity, and solubility in carbon tetrachloride.In the case of the latter
three tests, it would only be necessary for the producing agency to
indicate that the product meets the minimum requirements established
by the paving industry for these three specifications.
When we have come up with accurate means of measuring dura-
bility, resistance to change, and consistency, we have won the first
battle in bringing asphalt out of the black sticky stage into an era of
a quality chemical commodity for asphalt paving.
62AN OBJECTIVE METHOD OF CLASSIFYING COUNTYROADS
R. A. Riedesel
This is a discussion of a rating study of the county roads in
Clark county, Washington, now being made for the county by the
division of industrial research, State College of Washington.Its
purpose is to provide the commissioners and engineerwith an ob-
jective method or tool for selecting a county primary system, an
expanded federal-aid system, and a schedule of improvement, all
based on factual data.
Purpose and Need of Study
The proper administration of a county road system requires
that the expenditure of funds for maintenance and the selection of
roads for improvement be governed by facts and statistical infor-
mation which properly portrays the need, use, and benefits in-
volved.This is especially true when available funds are not ade-
quate to meet all the needs for improved road construction and
traffic service.
The county road administrators must wisely and impartially
decide where public funds are to be spent.They also must success-
fully and tactfully withstand the pressure and clamor by special in-
terests for expenditures that are not justifiable in the common in-
terests of the county.This pressure is due not so much to the self-
ishness of the promoters as to misdirected public spirit and a lack
of comprehension of the overall road problem. Such pressure can
be withstood most successfully by plain impartial facts and figures
and sound governing policies.
Why County Roads Are Classified and Rated
Roads are classified into groups or systems for adminis-
trative purposes because they serve different needs and vary in
importance and function.County roads are usually classed either
as county arterials (sometimes called primary or trunk roads),
and county access roads.These may be further subdivided into
groups of similar importance.
An access road is important because it provides access to
a specific property or individual interest.Without accessibility,
the property or interest may be worth little or nothing.The im-
portance of the road, therefore, is linked with, or proportional to,
the value and importance of the property or interest it serves.
63An arterial or general service road is important because of
its use, value, or benefit to communities, groups of people and in-
terests, county government, and to the people of the county as a
whole.
Most roads have both access and arterial characteristics.
In this work each road is considered for both functions.The final
importance, or use rating, is made up onanaccess rating to ex-
press the function of a road as an access road, and an arterial
rating to express its function asanarterial (general service) road.
The use rating is the sum of the access and arterial ratings.
Some roads have only access characteristics.It is conceivable
that a section of road could have only arterial characteristics, but
most roads take on both functions to at least some degree.These
functions will be discussed in detail in the sections dealing with the
respective ratings.
On the basis of the above-mentioned ratings, the county ar-
terial system and the federal-aid secondary system were selected.
The question of priority of improvement for a road depends
not only on its use and importance, but also on its present condition.
Therefore, each road is given a condition rating.This rating ex-
presses, as a percentage figure, the relative adequacy of the existing
facility.
The condition rating and the use rating together determine the
priority rating, from which a construction schedule can be derived.
Such a construction schedule should also take into consideration other
things such as costs, available funds, geographic distribution, ad-
ministrative and engineering needs, and other items that are not a
part of this study.
Access Ratings
The access rating of any road pertains to two main consider-
ations:(1) homes served by the road, and (2) use of the land served
by the road.
Homes served.This is simply one-tenth of the number of
homes on the road divided by the length of the road in miles.The
number of homes on any particular road is obtained from maps fur-
nished by the state planning division of the department of highways.
The multiple one-tenth is used to keep the numbers and importance of
the rating consistent with other considerations.
64Land useagricultural. To determine the rating for a road
with regard to its agricultural usage, reference was made to the
1952 report, State Interest in Highways: A Report on Highway Clas-
sification, Vol. U, Washington State Council for Highway Research.
In section 3, under the heading of "Agricultural Usage Highways,
productivity values were assigned to the various economic classes
of land in each of the counties in the state.
In the specific case of Clark county, productivity values of
11, 9, 7, 5, and 2 were given to land classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, re-
spectively.Using these productivity values and referring to an eco-
nomic land use class map for Clark county, the agricultural land use
rating for any particular road was obtained by the following method.
The land productivity value of each class was multiplied by
the number of square miles of each class that the particular road
served.The products for each road were added together, and that
total divided by 10 times the length of the road.The resulting num-
ber represented the agricultural land use rating for the road.
For example, suppose a certain road 5 miles in length
served 3 sections of class 2 land, 4 sections of class 4, and I of
class 5.Its rating would be
(3x9) + (4x5) + (1x2)
10 x5
or approximately 0.98.
Land usetirnber. Access to timber land was not evaluated.
The importance of a road for logging was included in a figure for log
tonnages hauled and for sawmills served.
The final access rating was obtained by adding the rating for
the homes served to the land useagricultural rating.Actually,
the agricultural rating affects the final access rating only in areas
where the homes-served rating is low.It is present in all cases,
but does not show up appreciably if the homes-served rating is high.
A comparison of the agricultural rating to the homes-served
rating shows them to be consistent. One hundred-sixty acres of class
3 farmland rates the same as 3 houses or, in terms of sections of
land,1 section (640 acres) has the same rating as 12 houses per mile.
In terms of value this seems proper.If the class 3 farmland is
worth approximately $300 per acre, the total valuation of the 160 acres
would be $48,000.If the houses are valued at $16,000 each, 3 of
them would also have the value of $48, 000. Land with lower produc-
tivity values receives lower ratings than land of higher productivity.
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An arterial rating for a road includes seven main consider-
ations:social centers, industrial centers, community service, in-
tercommunity travel, tonnage, traffic count, and accumulated ac-
cess.Various points .are allotted for each of these considerations,
and the final arterial rating is the sum of these points.
The information on industrial and social centers was taken
from the state-wide highway planning survey maps, revised Febru-
ary 1956 by the department of highways.The data for community
service, intercommunity travel, tonnage, and traffic counts was
supplied by the office of the Clark county engineer.
Social centers.This broad term includes such places as
schools, churches, outdoor theatres, grange halls, picnic grounds,
or wherever people gather. A road is given 1 point for each social
center it serves.
Industrial centers.Roads receive points according to the
industrial interests they serve.Industries such as sawmills, local
dairies, small factories, etc. ,receive 1 point, while larger in-
dustries receive an amount in proportion to their size.
Community service.School bus routes and mail routes
come under the heading of community service. One point is given
a road for either of the above services; 2 points if it serves both.
Intercommunity travel.This is the importance or points
assigned to a road because of traffic movement between communi-
ties or small population centers.Numerically, it is equal to
1/1000 of the population of the communities connected.Along a
continuous route, connecting more than 2 communities, the rating
is figured to accumulate in the direction of increased travel.In
the case of Clark county, the rating accumulates toward Vancouver,
and decreases from Vancouver.The population of Vancouver is
not included since it would be common to all roads.
Tonnage.The tonnage rating is found by dividing by 10, 000
the estimated gross tonnage hauled over the road in a year.Total
tonnage over all roads is difficult to determine.Since the ratings
for homes, farm lands, industries, etc. ,recognize the tonnage gen-
erated by these factors, the tonnage count includes only special con-
centrated haul, such as logs, road materials, and bulk products not
considered or included in other factors.
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the average daily traffic over the road.The multiple of 1/1000
gives each 100 vehicles per day the same consideration as I house
per mile of road.
Accumulated access rating.The access rating of feeder
roads should be added to the arterial rating of selected arterial
roads.This is because the importance of arterials lies largely in
the traffic that is collected from and distributed to the various roads
branching from it.
In a grid system of roads, as in level farmland or residential
blocks, good planning and administration require that about every
fifth road be developed as a trunk road to collect and carry the traf-
fic from the tributaries.Local conditions, such as topography, land
use, rights-of-way and construction costs, and density of population
will govern which particular road should be treated as a trunk road.
Arterial routes should be selected and developed.They should not
be permitted to be a result of haphazard road improvement. Arte-
rial traffic patterns and movements should be guided and directed in-
to prearranged arterial facilities.
Clark county has been engaged in studying its present arterial
needs, and in devising and projecting new arterial routes which will
alleviate present trouble spots in the suburban areas around Van-
couver.In all cases, these proposed roads received extremely high
arterial ratings, according to the standards used in this study.
The accumulated access ratings are assigned to routes se-
lected for this study from the best information available.The as-
signment may not always be final.The accumulated access values,
however, can be shifted from one route to another with no loss in
their validity.
The accumulated access for any feeder road is the access
rating per mile multiplied by the length of the contributing road, or
such fraction thereof as can be considered contributing.
In certain instances a road is divided into more than one
section and, consequently, requires several ratings.The accumu-
lated access rating is then figured on the basis of summation.That
is, one section of a proposed arterial not only receives the access
ratings of all the roads coming directly into it, but in addition re-
ceives the access ratings for all roads that lead into previous sec-
tions.
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the use rating, every phase of either rating must be consistent with
every phase of the other rating.Following is a list of the values
constituting the access and arterial ratings arranged for easy com-
parison.
Access
10 homes per mile = 1 point
640 acres of the best farmland per mile = I point
Arterial
1000 average daily traffic count
10, 000 gross tons per year (28 tons/day)
1 school, church, theater, grange, park,
picnic ground, etc.
1 school bus route
1 mail route
1 small industry (others in proportion to
their size)
1000 population (for intercommunity travel)
= I point
= 1 point
= I point
= 1 point
= I point
= 1 point
= I point
According to this schedule of ratings, 10, 000 gross tons per
year (28 tons per day) receive the same consideration as 640 acres
of excellent farmland.This seems reasonable since 640 acres of
excellent farmland can generate a tonnage haul of around 28 tons
per day.
An average daily traffic count of 1000 is equal in importance
to 1 school bus route or 1 mail route.This is consistent because a
school bus or mail route, due to its function, has a certain amount
of importance; that is, in addition to the actual equivalent traffic.
Its importance, therefore, is not necessarily the same or even pro-
portional to the number of vehicle trips it replaces.
Comparisons have been made previously in regard to homes
and farms, and also in the case of average daily traffic count and
homes.All the possible relationships were similarly studied and
found to compare favorably with the examples stated here.
In converting use rating to percentage, a total use rating
value of 20 was considered to be 100%.All other use ratings were
converted to a percentage figure on this basis.
Condition Ratings
As stated before, the condition rating is a numerical value
68in percentage, expressing the adequacy of each road for its purpose
and classification, and to present traffic, convenience, and safety
requirements. A 50% road is only half adequate or satisfactory.
The roads were rated on the basis of accepted county design
standards for various traffic volumes, as recommended by the state
aid division of the Washington highway department.These were mod-
ified, however, by assigning more definite requirements to smaller
traffic increments, as shown in the following table.
The following elements of design and condition were consid-
ered and evaluated:
Surface width 0 to 35
Surface design and adequacy 0 to 35
Shoulder width 0 to 10
Right of way U to 10
Sight distance, alignment, and gradient 0 to 10
For example, if a road has a surface width entirely adequate
for its present use, it receives the entire 35 points.If it is entirely
inadequate, it receives 0 points.It receives a number of points in
proportion to its relative adequacy if it is located between the ex-
tremes.The same is true for surface design and adequacy, shoulder
width, right of way, sight distance, alignment, and gradient.
The condition percentage for any one road is the sum of its
ratings for the above five items.
Information on the existing condition of each road is supplied
by the county engineer on deficiency sheets.These give the physical
dimensions, surface type, and other facts about the existing road.
From this information and the annual traffic count on the road, the
condition percentage is determined as shown in the table.
The ratings which depend entirely on physical dimensions can
be read directly from the table.In the cases of (1) surface adequacy,
and (2) sight distance, alignment, and gradient, the deficiency record
for each road does not always give complete or exact information, and
some uncertainty may exist in the rating.This must be checked by
inspection of the road or from first-hand information of the surface
condition.
As an illustration of how a condition rating is calculated, as-
sume a rating is desired for county road X, whose physical descrip-
tion is as follows: surface width-16 feet; surface typelight bitu-
minous; shoulder width-6 feet (2, 3-foot shoulders); right of way-
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Condition Percentages Assigned
Present average daily traffic Count Existing conditions
100-100-250250-600600-10001000-20002000-30003000-40004000+
Surface width 10 ft 18 7 4 - - - -
(Total value 35) 12 21 14 7 4 - - -
14 25 21 14 7 4 4 - -
16 28 25 21 14 7 7 4 -
18 32 28 25 21 14 14 7 4
20 35 32 28 28 21 21 14 11
22 35 35 32 32 28 28 21 18
44 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 32
48 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35
Surface adequacyGravel surface31 26 8 - - - -
(Design & cond)Light bitum 35 35 35 26 18 8 - -
(Total value 35)High-type bitum35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35
Shoulders 0 2 1 - - - - - -
(Total value 10) 2x1 ft 5 4 3 2 2 - - -
2x2 8 7 6 4 3 2 2 -
2x3 10 10 9 6 5 3 3 2
2x4 10 10 10 8 7 5 4 3
2x5 10 10 10 10 8 7 6 4
2x6 - - - 10 10 10 8 5
4x4 - - - - - 10 9 7
4x5 - - - - - - 10 9
4x6 - - - - - - 10 10Design Standards (Cont'd)
Condition Percentages Assigned
Existing conditions Present average daily traffic count
100-100-250250-600600-10001000-20002000-30003000-40004000+
Right of way 20 ft 5 5 4 2 - - - -
(Total value 10) 30 7 7 6 5 3 2 - -
40 9 8 6 5 4 2 - -
60 10 10 10 9 7 6 5 2
80 - - - 10 8 7 6 4
90 - - - 10 9 8 7 6
100 - - - - 10 10 8 7
125 - - - - 10 10 9 8
150 - - - - - 10 10 9
175 - - - - - - 10 10
Sight distance, Excellent 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
alignment, and Adequate 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
gradient Inadequate 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
(Total value 10)Poor 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 260 feet; sight distance, alignment, and gradientadequate; aver-
age daily traffic count-172. Under the column for 100-250 average
daily traffic count, values are assigned which correspond to the phys-
ical descriptions given.For a 16-foot width surface-25 points; light
bituminous surface-35 points; shoulder width 2x3 feetlU points;
right of way 60 feetlO points; and sight distance, alignment, and
gradient adequate-8 points.The final condition rating is the sum of
the points for each of the 5 items, 25 + 35 + 10 + 10 + 8 = 88.
Priority Rating
Priority rating is a measure or expression of the need or ad-
visability of improving the road, and in a general way determines its
position on a construction schedule.
A priority rating, or the need for improving a road, depends
on its importance (use rating) and its condition.If a road is very
important it should be improved to a high-condition rating, but if it
already has a high-condition rating (that is, in excellent shape), it
should have no further work done on it.If a road is of little impor-
tance (has a low-use rating), it should not be improved even if it is
in poor condition.These are generally accepted facts and matters of
policy.
When adequate funds are not available to meet the needs, it is
important that a close rational evaluation of priority for each road be
determined and used as a guide in establishing a construction schedule.
This removes the elements of human judgment, prejudice, and sus-
picion of influence.
A precise rational relationship between priority on one hand
and use and condition on the other, is hard to establish.All three
are relative values. One road can be considered more important
than a second road, and less important than a third, but absolute
measures of importance are hard to determine.The same is true of
road adequacy. Priority of construction is only for a chronological
order of improvement, however.Therefore, an absolute measure of
priority is not necessary.
An important road normally should have priority over one of
less importance. A road in very poor condition should have priority
over one in good condition. Between these two sets of extremes,
however, are many intermediate combinations.There are roads of
little importance in poor condition, roads of considerable importance
in fair condition, and roads of great importance in good condition.
72How is the relative priority of each of these to be established?The
answer seems to lie in an empirical mathematical formula which
places the roads with obvious priority in the proper position and
arranges the intermediate cases in a precise, orderly fashion be-
tween the extremes.
The derivation, mathematics, or reasoning behind such a
formula is not as important as the soundness of the results.Fig-
ure 1 shows a set of curves developed by Professor John E. Baer-
wald of the University of Illinois which fits this type of problem.
The derivation and explanation of these curves are given in a dis-
cussion, Improvement Priority Ratings for Local Rural Roads in
Indiana, published by the highway researchboard.
The curves are drawn from the formula
1.25 100 Priority rating = 2. 5(use rating) logcondition rating
This formula and these curves meet the requirements listed, and
provide an efficient method for determining a priority rating for
each road from its use rating and condition rating.For example,
if a road has a use rating of 20 and a condition rating of 80, refer-
ence to the family of curves (Figure 1) shows that this road would
have a priority of 10.
Figure 2 shows the numerical relationship between the use,
condition, and priority ratings, and the number of sections of road
in the county.The rating of a road section on any of the three
curvesindicatesthe number of other road sections with an equal or
lower rating, and thus indicates the position of the road in the
county road system.
For example, for county road 38, section 2, with a use
rating of 31, condition rating of 47, and priority rating of 60:
Point 1 indicates there are 740 road sections with a use
rating of 31 or less.
Point 2 indicates there are 45 road sections with a condition
rating of 47 or less.
Point 3 indicates there are 725 road sections with a priority
rating of 60 or less.
This shows there are 740 sections of road with less use than
county road 38, section 2, but only 45 sections in poorer condition.
This indicates ahighpriority.The third curve bears this out by
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Figure 2.Road System Rating.Clark County, Washington.showing there are 725 road sections with lower priority than the one
in question.
The section of each curve beyond any designated point rep-
resents the number of road sections with higher ratings.
Selection of a 10-Year Construction Pro
A listing of roads in order of their priority rating provides
the basis for selection of a 10-year construction program.How-
ever, the construction program for any one year must take in cer-
tain other considerations.It should be balanced properly with re-
gard to types of construction and location of projects; effect of con-
struction operations on industries, businesses, and social activi-
ties; and the facilities of the county for handling the work.Projects
should be selected so that funds are available for their complete
construction.
Thus it remains the responsibility of the county engineer and
the commissioners to develop and adopt a workable construction pro-
gram. The projects should be selected from the top priority roads
as they appear in the table.The program should be adjusted and
corrected from time to time as conditions change. Both use ratings
and condition ratings should be reviewed occasionally and the pri-
ority ratings corrected and brought up to date. As sections of roads
are improved, condition and priority ratings should be corrected.
County Arterial System
The county arterial system is designed with service and im-
portance to the county as its main objectives.The board of county
commissioners is directed by law (Washington Highway Laws, 1952;
statute 36. 86. 070) to classify and designate a county arterial sys-
tem (referred to in the statute as county primary system).This
system requires certain design standards and serves the major
traffic needs of the county.
An important consideration in designating a primary or ar-
terial system is that the traffic should be routed as well as served.
Origin and destination studies are used to route the traffic over ex-
isting roads and to determine where new arterial roads should be
located.
The results of studies by city, county, and regional planning
commissions have been used in selecting roads for consideration
for the county arterials.The work of Mr. McClelland, Clark county
76planner, has been especially useful
Since use is the main criterion in choosing an arterial system,
the proposed county arterial system for Clark county is picked from
the present and proposed roads having the highest use ratings.It in-
cludes 27% of the entire county road mileage.
Federal-Aid Secondary System
In the state of Washington, approximately 2 million dollars
annually are available for county federal-aid secondary systems, of
which approximately $70, 000 are at the disposal of Clark county.
Certain standards and limitations must be adhered to before a road is
eligible for improvement with federal funds.
The objective of designating federal-aid highway systems is
the establishment, with federal funds, of integrated networks of high-
ways to serve as the basis for long-range improvements. According
to the policy and procedure memorandum sent out by the U.S. De-
partrnent of Commerce in May 1956:
The federal-aid secondary highway sys-
tem consists of the principal secondary and feeder
routes, including farm-to-market roads, rural mail
and public school bus routes, local rural roads,
county and township roads, roads of the county-road
class, and urban extensions thereof.
With the aforementioned policy and procedure memorandum
serving as a guide, a federal-aid secondary system for Clark county
was selected from the roads in the county with the highest use
ratings.
Conclusion
This rating and classification gives the county administrators
a factual basis for selecting the road systems and for establishing an
improvement schedule.In the case of Clark county it has not been a
very expensive study because most of the data on the roads were al-
ready compiled.The county commissioners and engineer should be
commended for authorizing the study and for using such a sound fac-
tual approach to their administrative problems.
77ADVANTAGES OF ACQUIRING ADEQUATE
RIGHTS OF WAY AND DELINEATION THEREOF
R. L. Porter
I have been asked to discuss with you this afternoon the ad-
vantages of securing adequate rights of way and the advantages of
delineating properly such right of way. As the two phases of this
subject do not necessarily relate to each other, it appears in order
that we discuss each phase separately.
Adequate Right of Way
The question of what is adequate right of way is not like
many engineering problems.That is, we are not able to depend
upon the principles of one of the exact sciences and reduce our sub-
ject to a mathematical expression.The solution calls for judgment
in foresight, considerable imagination, and more than a little luck.
In the past the whole subject of right of way was generally
pushed aside during periods of highway location and design. We
considered it something routine in nature and a subject not worthy
of an engineer's time. Highway engineers were prone tobe satis-
fied with obtaining enough right of way to meet the needs of the im-
mediate construction problem, with the thought that the future would
take care of itself.
In discussing a subject of this kind, I know it would be
highly desirable to be able to recommend something definite in the
way of proper right-of-way widths, but due to the many local fea-
tures involved, about all we can accomplish is to study one or two
typical problems with the hope they may improve our thinking when
we are confronted with such matters in the future.
Since territorial days our legislature has enacted laws on at
least eleven different occasions that have to do with county road
widths.The first instance was in 1844, when the following statute
was passed:
That public roads shall be opened
12 feet wide, clear of trees, logs, and other ob-
structions, the stumps cut low, and sufficient
bridges and causeways, and the space of 10 feet
on each side of the road shall be considered as
appropriated to the use of said road.
After this time, and up until 1917, several statutes were
78enacted which generally required county roads to be 60 feet in width.
The 1917 law gave to the counties the right to set the widths at not
less than 30 feet nor more than 80 feet.
The last law (1951 Oregon Laws, chapter 132) having to do
with road widths states:
All county roads established after the
effective date of this act shall be of such width
as the county court shall determine, which width
shall not be less than 50 feet; provided, that the
county court shall have authority to accept any
dedicated circular road or Street of not less than
30 feet in width and not exceeding 1 mile in length,
and to maintain such road or street as a county
road for one-way traffic only.The proposed
width shall be stated in all petitions, motions,
orders, or resolutions related to county roads.
From 1953 Oregon Laws, chapter 229:
The county court, by majority vote, may
accept as a county road any highway, road or
street, irrespective of its actual or platted width,
if such highway, road, or Street was dedicated to
the public as a highway, road, or Street before
January 1, 1948.After acceptance, the county
shall maintain such highway, road, or street as a
county road,
Because for many years the laws stat,,d 60 feet, it became
the custom in this state to more or less establish many county
roads to this width, regardless of consequence.In sparsely set-
tled areas, farming communities, and other areas some distance
from population centers, a 60-foot width would be entirely satis-
factory.Such a width, however, allows very little for unforeseen
conditons which may arise.It is much safer to set 80 or even 100
feet as a minimum width.In the first instances, and on pioneer
locations, widths of 80 or 100 feet can be acquired almost as easily
as 60-foot widths.
In those areas that are developed or subject to development,
or settled or apt to be settled, a different condition is encountered.
It is in places of this type that intensive ribbon developments soon
occur after a new road is completed and opened to traffic.These
developments soon reach a point where they convert a county road
79or a state highway to a business Street status.It is not long until
traffic signals are demanded and traffic is slowed down to a very
slow pace.
Let us consider two illustrations of this point. While the
examples illustrated are now part of the state highway system, they
were originally located, designed, and in one instance partially con-
structed, as county roads.
1.Barbur Boulevard in Multnomah county, which is now a
section of Pacific Highway West, was started by the county in 1930.
A right-of-way width of 100 feet was acquired which seemed to be
adequate at the time. Shortly after the route was opened to traffic,
owners of adjacent property suddenly became aware that this new
traffic artery had greatly appreciated the value of their property.
Consequently, business developments came into being, and in a
short time the right of way was lined with service station8, restau-
rants, motels, and other retail establishments.
This development, coupled with the normal growth in adja-
cent areas, has so overtaxed the capacity of this route that it has
now become necessary to abandon this highway as a through route
and turn it over to local traffic.
2.McLaughlin Boulevard in Clackamas county, which is
now a section of Pacific Highway East, also was started as a
county road with a right-of-way width of 120 feet, and was known
at the time of its location and design as the superhighway.It was
expected to be all that could be required of a highway facility and
would carry enormous amounts of traffic for generations to come.
Today it is a heavily traveled artery, but like Barbur Boulevard,
it is so lined with ribbon developments that traffic can move only
with difficulty during peak periods. As most of you probably know,
the route has numerous traffic lights which are necessary to serve
local traffic, but which cause through traffic to clog and bunch up,
particularly during the morning and evening hours.
Of course additional right-of-way widths are not the whole
solution to traffic problems of this kind, but if enough width had
been acquired in the first instance, it would be possible now to con-
struct frontage road systems and left-turn refuges and thus enable
the taxpayer to get full value for the original cost of the highway
facility.
It is interesting to note that on Barbur Boulevard the acci-
dent rate per million vehicular miles is as high as 19. 06. On
80McLaughlin Boulevard it is as high as 14. 36.Compare this, if you
will, with a short section of the Pacific highway just north of Eugene
which also traverses an area of extensive ribbon development, but
where enough width is available to provide left-turn refuges.The
accident rate in this area is 4. 54.The overall state normal for
these types of routes is 7.30.
Another interesting comparison is a short section of Mc-
Laughlin Boulevard between the Clackamas river and Oregon City
where, because of the height of the fill, ribbon development is com-
pletely eliminated and no cross traffic exists.The accident rate
here is 1. 58.Please understand that the same amount of traffic
traverses this section of McLaughlin Boulevard as the portion men-
tioned above, which has an accident rate of 14. 36.
These comparisons are intended in no way to criticize the
people or organizations who established the original locations and
rights of way.At the time of establishment these designs were con-
sidered to be the ultimate in highway facilities. We do know from
analyzing traffic performance on routes such as these, however, that
we must take steps to avoid a recurrence of this situation.
We can say definitely that any route established today through
a populous area or through an area where development is likely to
occur, should provide enough right of way to allow for at least four
lanes of ultimate construction, with room for frontage roads and left-
turn refuges.Anythingless than this is certain to cause traffic over-
loading and strangulation before the physical facilities have served
their useful life.
Another acute problem is the one of how much right of way
should be required at importantintersectionsto provide for future
channelizing or interchangeconstruction.Here, again, we can talk
about the problem but can do little to solve it unless definite planning
is done before extensive roadside development takes place and makes
prohibitive the acquisition of sufficient right of way.
I am well aware that in most cases the lack of availability of
funds is the determining factor in what we can acquire in the way of
right of way, but we have reached the time when the acquisition of
adequate right of way is just as important a part in road design as
proper alignment, stable subgrade, smooth nonskid wearing surfaces,
etc.
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This second phase of our subject also is peculiar in that as
far as I know, there is no disadvantage to marking properly a right-
of-way line or monumenting the base line of a road survey. As dis-
cussed previously, lack of available fuxids often prevents us from
securing as much right of way as we should, but in marking that
right of way the cost is insignificant, provided it is done at the time
of making the survey or at a time when the original survey can be
recovered readily.
I wonder how many of us have received requests something
like the following:"I live on the road from to and I am
considering the Construction of a gasoline service station.Will you
please tell me where the right-of-way line is located so that I will
not get into trouble?
I also wonder how many of us, after receiving such a re-
quest, can comply and mark the right of way accordingly.During
the time I spent on highway location and construction, it fell to my
lot on numerous occasions to attempt to mark right-of-way lines so
that contemplated improvements could be constructed.In cases
where the original survey had been preserved properly, the work
was done with dispatch and at a nominal cost.In many cases, how-
ever, the work consisted of trying to fit a described right of way to
a constructed road facility in areas where all evidence of the orig-
inal survey had been obliterated.This often resulted in a process
that took days or even weeks to complete, and often rendered re-
sults that were little better than pure guesses.
I think it can be said from this that the most important
reason for adequate right-of-way delineation is to protect the pub-
lics interest in the road facility and its appurtenances.It may
seem redundant to discuss methods by which road surveys and rights
of way should be marked, but let us consider very briefly an outline
of a minimum procedure.
1.Every change in right-of-way width should be marked.
Z.All corners of county or public property should be marked.
3.Marks should be set on right-of-way lines opposite all
curve points.
4.On tangents or on long curves marks should be Set on
right-of-way lines at not to exceed 1000-foot intervals.
82Because of the importance of protecting public property, and
also because roads and highways tend to become dividing lines be-
tween different property ownerships, we should not let the matter
rest by simply marking the survey and right-of-way lines.Regard-
less of how careful we may have been in marking the right of way,
the preservation of the stakes or marks presents a real problem,
particularly in nonfenced agricultural areas. Any type of survey
monument is subject to destruction and obliteration.Legislation
providing for penalties for disturbing marks has never been too
effective because it could always be said that the disturbance was
caused by some accidental act.
I believe the solution which will lead to real permanence in
road surveys, as well as any type of survey, is to adjust and co-
ordinate it on the Oregon coordinate system. As I am somewhat of
a bug on the subject of the state plane coordinate system, I never
lose an opportunity to review its history and to describe very
briefly its advantages.
In 1784 Thomas Jefferson was named chairman of a com-
mittee appointed by the congress to draft a plan for the survey and
disposal of the western territory of the United States, and the com-
mittee recommended a plan for the survey and sale of this area.
Under the scheme thus adopted, standard parallels were pro-
jected westerly across the country and principal meridians were lo-
cated to cut this area into squares.These were further divided in-
to six-mile squares, which are known to all of us as townships.The
townships were further subdivided into the familiar one-mile squares
known as sections.
This rectangular plan of subdivision and indexing was undoubt-
edly the most convenient ever devised by any nation.I understand
that the first township was surveyed in 1785, and by the end of the
19th century a large part of the public domain was thus subdivided.
In theory the system of subdividing our public domain is
close to ideal.However, errors of such magnitude have crept into
its execution as to make impossible the restoration of lost points by
direct survey.
As land values increased across the country, it became ap-
parent that more accurate controls would have to be established, and
attention was given to the triangulation system of the U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey.This development allowed the true determination of
any point within the area.The practice was greatly simplified when
83the Survey promulgated the plane coordinate policy which has been
adopted by over half of our states.
In 1933, George F. Syme, then highway engineer for the
state of North Carolina, made a request to the Survey that it sug-
gest a plan for utilizing available geodetic data in that state which
would involve only the principles of plane surveying.This brought
about the establishment of the North Carolina coordinate system, by
means of which the latitude and longitude (or geographic positions)
of triangulation stations could be transformed into rectangular co.
ordinates on a single grid.
Other states have since adopted similar systems, using
either the transverse Mercator or the Lambert projections. Under
these schemes the various states are divided into different zones,
and the type of projection used depends on the shape of the state in
question. For one of limited east and west dimensions, the trans-
verse Mercator projection is used.The Lambert projection is
used for Oregon as the east and west dimensions meet its require-
ments.
The Lambert projection (California Highways and Public
Works, Jan 1921) is named after Johann Heinrich Lambert, an
Alsation, who devised it in 1772.Essentially, it employs a cone
intersecting the spheroid at two parallels of latitude, known as
standard parallels.The cone is centered on the polar axis of the
earth. When the conical surface is split along an element, it can
be unrolled in a plane and the parallels of latitude become arcs of
concentric circles.The meridians of loigitude are straight lines
on the rolled-out cone, converging at the peak of the cone. On this
flat projection grid lines are drawn equally spaced and at right
angles to each other.These lines represent the Lambert grid and
the X and Y distances from the origin, and are the coordinates as
in any system of rectangular coordinates.
The vertical lines of the grid are parallel to the central
meridian, which is a longitudinal line near the center of the zone.
The origin of the X coordinate is moved to the left, or west, 2
million feet from the central meridian.The origin of the Y co-
ordinate is placed below the southern edge of the zone.Thus, in
each zone the X and Y coordinates are always positive, and the X
coordinate is always larger than the Y coordinate.
The standard parallels are placed about 100 miles apart,
because at this spacing in our latitudes the relation of the length
along the curved surface to the plane length along the conical
84projection will be such that an accuracy of I to 10, 000 will be main-
tained.The projection may extend beyond the 2 standard parallels
for approximately 20 miles and stay within the same accuracy. Be-
tween the 2 standard parallels of latitude, the earth bulges out above
the surface of the cone.The geodetic length along the earth at sea
level will be greater than the grid length between the parallels, and
a factor less than unity needs to be applied to obtain correct grid
length.At the standard parallels the factor is unity, and outside the
parallels it is greater than unity.
There are two zones in Oregon extending across the state
from west to east.Zone lines follow county boundaries so that a
survey in any county may be made only in one zone.The coast sur-
vey has calculated coordinates of both zones for monuments that are
at the edge of a zone.
There is no convergence on the Lambert grid as used in Ore-
gon, and a straight line running entirely across the state maintains
the same bearing. A geodetic line thus projected of course would
change several degrees in bearing.
As stated previously, to make use of this system it is only
necessary to use the principles of plane surveying.The U.S. Coast
and Geodetic Survey, U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Corps of En-
gineers, and your own state highway department have coordinated
some 8000 to 10, 000 different sections in the state.As a re8ult, all
stations on the national survey become reference points for the po-
sitions of county road survey stations or land survey corners that
are coordinated on the state system.
The material marks of such stations and land corners may
be destroyed, whether they are iron pipes, stones, fence corners,
or stakes.The positions they occupy on the ground, however, can
be reproduced closely from any recoverable station of the national
survey which is within practicable distance of the local corner.
Therefore, a survey station or land corner for which state coordi-
nates have been determined is practically indestructible.
It should be understood that the use of state coordinates in
right-of-way or land descriptions does not mean that former meth-
ods of description should be abandoned.The intention is to supple-
ment these descriptions in order to facilitate their delineation on the
ground.
While descriptions that do not refer to state coordinates may
be adequate from the point of view of a title examiner, they do not,
85without outside help from some source, give any assurance that
the parcel can be located on the ground.Introducing coordinates
into deed descriptions will tend, of course, to increase the length
of the description and make it more bulky, but the data are well
worth including.
The extent to which state coordinates may be used is some-
what limited as control stations are not located as yet in every area
in the state. When surveys are made for roads, highways, or other
public works, however, the coordination of such surveys will extend
the network of information.Further, a coordinated public survey
makes an excellent base upon which to frame local surveys, and
private engineers and surveyors should be encouraged to tie in their
work with the 8urveys.
SOLVING SMALL CITY PARKING PROBLEMS
DavidW. Schoppert
The Oregon State highway department for some time has felt
a pressing need for a parking study methodology less costly in time,
money, and manpower than a comprehensive study.Such method-
ology is necessary for small cities that are in an extemely fortu-
nate position to benefit from a sound parking program, but are in a
poor position to conduct a comprehensive parking study.
Many of the smaller cities in Oregon, particularly in the
population range from 5000 to 20, 000, have very real parking prob-
lems.These are certain to become more acute with time, and they
are desirous of formulating plans to provide for adequate future
parking.The question is, "How much information is necessary,
and how much money can be spent logically to obtain this informa-
tion?
Up to this time it has been the policy of the department to
discourage comprehensive studies in small cities because the cost
of a comprehensive interview study seems out of proportion to the
benefits, and as a rule qualified personnel are not available at
either state or local levels for assignment to such a study. An
additional consideration is the rapid change in conditions in cities
of this size.The large amounts of data accumulated in compre-
hensive studies lose much of their value in a very short time.
When the city of Corvallis asked the assistance of the high-
way department in conducting a parking study, "shortcut" methods
86were recommended to obtain the necessary information.It was
agreed the city would inventory existing parking spaces, conduct
peak moment interview studies, and prepare an inventory of com-
mercial building space by business type.They would be assisted
in the work by the school of engineering at Oregon State college.
The state would make available such technical assistance
as necessary in the planning and analysis of these studies, esti-
mate total parkings by the GAF and Rank Size methods, and com-
pare the results of these estimates with the results obtained from
the city from the peak moment interviews.
The parking study area included the wholesale and retail
districts, which totaled 29 blocks and extended beyond the commer-
cial district far enough to include the area where all-day parking
was observed.The peak moment of parking accumulation was
found to be 4:30 p.m. from studies of curb usage previously made
by the city.
Interviewers were stationed at curb faces and public off-
street lots at 4:30 p.m. on various weekdays, with instructions to
interview only those persona parketl at that time. From the inter-
views they learned the first destination of the parker after leaving
his vehicle, purpose of his trip, and the last stop prior to parking.
Vehicle type, parking type, and location also were recorded. From
the data it was possible to determine the desire for parking in any
block during the peak moment.
Private and customer parking lots were not interviewed, nor
was alley parking.Vehicles parked in alleys were counted and
a8signed directly to the demand for the block in which they were
parked. Customer and employee lots were assigned to the block in
which the commercial establishment providing the lot was located.
Vehicles parked in private lots were assigned to various blocks on
the basis of estimates made by the parking lot operator.These
lots were generally rented by the month to workers in the central
business district.The lots were small and the operators were
acquainted with their patrons and their usual destination in the city.
This particular method originally was felt to have a rather
serious disadvantage in that part-time help would be required. How-
ever, in discussions with the bureau of public roads it was con-
cluded that the interviews could be conducted by full-time employ-
ees, using the following variation.
87Studies in small cities show that two peak hours occur in
parking demand. For the population groups with which we are con-
cerned these generally occur about 10:00 a. m. and 4:00 p.m. A
full-time interviewer, therefore, could interview one block face
starting at 10:00 am. and stop when all the parkers had been inter-
viewed, or at a cutoff time of 12 noon. He could then interview a
second block face in the afternoon, starting at 4:00 p.m. and ending
at 5:30 or 6:00 p.m. The time in between could be spent coding or
tabulating the results of previous interviews.Thus, full-time help
could be employed and a large crew could cover the entire area in
less time and, conversely, a small crew could cover the area in the
same time.
This possibility eliminates what previously had been regarded
as one of the major drawbacks of the peak moment study and, there-
fore, makes it a very desirable method having many advantages over
other short-cut methods.
The methodology for preparing estimates of total parkings be-
tween the hours of 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. in the central business
district of a city is available from two sources:(1) Influence of Pop-
ulation, Sales and Employment on Parking, Public Roads, Dec 1953,
and (2) Influence of Population, Sales and Employment on Parking,
by S. T. Hitchcock, Proceedings Highway Research Board, 1953.
These methods were developed from studies of vehicle
parkings in a sample of 58 American cities of varying sizes and of
the economic characteristics which prevailed in these cities.The
economic characteristics included population, employment, and re-
tail sales data.
Based on these relationships several methods of estimating
parking volumes for additional cities were developed.The first was
the Rank Size Order method. This method was ba8ed on the theory
that cities of like economic characteristics, as expressed in terms
of employment and population, have similar parking characteristics.
For this method the 58 cities were ranked and grouped into
5 categories in accordance with the levels of economic activity as
indicated by population, employment in manufacturing, service
trade, parking, etc.
To estimate parking for an additional city, the appropriate
economic category was established in accordance with its relative
level of manufacturing employment, etc.Parking in the additional
cities was assumed to be the same as the similarly ranked cities for
88which parking was known
The second method, GAF sales and parking, utilized the the-
ory that there was a delinite relationship between parking require-
ments and retail sales.In developing this method, the number of
parkers per million dollars of general merchandise, apparel and
furniture, and appliance and furnishing sales was compared witn the
population of the 58 cities.
To estimate parking, a city is first ranked as a retail, man-
ufacturing, or average city.The number of parkers per million dol-
lars of sales for the city is then derived from a chart which shows
the population and the number of parkers per million dollars of sales
for the 58 cities studied.This amount is multiplied by the city's
dollar sales to obtain the parking volume.
It can be seen that these methods require a person who is ex-
perienced in economic and statistical studies.The time required to
make such an estimate, however, is relatively small, and the data
obtained therefrom can be regarded only as an estimate and must be
checked in the field, either by observation or by actual count.
Distribution of this demand through the parking study area
also requires an experienced person and the exercise of considerable
judgment. For this reason the method can be recommended only
where the conditions are such that a more detailed and accurate
study cannot be justified and, in any event, should be regarded as an
estimate.
Examples of situations which might result in a less accurate
study would be in a city where considerable change in downtown con-
ditions was noted and expected to continue.The estimate obtained
by the short-cut method could be revised periodically and used in
lieu of a more accurate study until such time as conditions stabilized
and a more detailed study could be justified.
Another phase of the parking problem is the selection and
financing of off-street lots.Although the demand and supply figures
give data on number and desirable location of parking spaces needed
to meet the demand for space, it is a little difficult to develop from
this data the earnings of a lot at a particular location in the city.
One solution is to examine the earnings of curb spaces. We
have developed information in two cities from data collected in a
usage study.The theory of this approach is that any off-street lot
89would compete with curb spaces for patronage and, if rates were
comparable, would earn approximately the same as metered curb
spaces with the same attractiveness.
Figure 1 shows an earnings contour map of Medford.Fig-
ure 2 is an earnings chart of Corvallis.
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Figure 1.Parking Meter Revenue by Zones.
Central Business District, City of Medford.
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Figure 2.Parking Meter Revenue
City of CorvallisAn analysis can be used to compute the anticipated earnings
of a proposed parking lot, which then can be compared to the cost of
acquiring, preparing, and operating the lot on an annual basis. From
this the net revenue can be determined.
To illustrate this technique I concocted a mythical city and
prepared for it an earnings contour map. Five locations were selec-
ted as possible sites for parking locations. Lot 1 cost $100, 000 and
had a building on it valued at $35, 000, which was so constructed and
of such age that it could not be moved. However, it was estimated
the salvage from it would pay for razing and clearing the lot.Paving,
marking, and installing meters cost about $7500, and 40 spaces were
available.
The $7500 would be retired in 10 years in equal annual pay-
ments of $910. On the other investment we estimated the lot would
retain its original value of $65, 000 until we disposed of it.The
$35, 000 paid for the building went where the building went, so we had
to recover it; say in 20 years. We should have had 3% on the $65, 000,
or $1850 per year.The $35, 000 was also retired in 20 years at 3%,
withanannual payment of $2350.
The lot would return $0. 30 per space per day.Let us say it
operated 300 days a year; 40x$0. 30x300 = $3600 per year.The
sum of the costs was $5100, leaving a deficit of $1500, which would
have to be underwritten or the project dropped.
The same procedure could be used to arrive at the annual
cost and earnings of each lot.
There would be some question as to whether the city should
expect to receive an interest return if the lot was to be city financed.
I intentionally worked this out to show a loss because it brings up
many other possibilities.
Suppose a group of downtown merchants leased the lot and
gave it to the city to operate. Suppose the city could lease the
building for 5 more years and operate only 1/2 of the lot.Suppose
the city adopted a policy of not trying to recover any interest, but
would like to know how much the earnings would be so they could in-
vest them in other lots.The earnings contour map will provide the
key to unlock these answers.
92SOLVING SMALL CITY PARKING PROBLEMS
V. L. Goodnight
An off-street parking committee was appointed in Corvallis
late in 1955.Their plan of attack included three steps.
1.A GAF (general merchandising, apparel, furnishings)
survey was made of floor areas devoted to business. An inventory
also was made of all metered spaces and time of each, including
loading, theater, bus loading, and taxi stand zones; and restricted
zones such as 'no parking, " fire hydrants, etc.The cost was only
$200 because recent central maps were available designating
parking and other street spaces.Figure 1 shows the greatest defi-
ciency in the block bounded by Madison, Monroe, Third, and Fourth
streets; the number being 157.
2. A study of parking usage was made by assigning record-
ers to approximately 6 or 8 block faces to inventory each stall and
its use.These inventories were made every 15 minutes from
10:00 am. to 6:00 p.m. on Saturday and Thursday throughout the
entire area of 74 block faces.This cost, including tabulation, was
approximately $500.
3. A study by interview was conducted in which an inter-
viewer contacted parkers when they returned to their cars alter
4:30 p.m.They were asked the following questions:
a) Before parking here, where did this trip start?
(Street address, store name, locality, etc.)
b) Where did you go first alter parking here?
c) What was the principal purpose of this trip? (Check
one.) Work_ Transact businessShopServiceOther (specify)
Resolving this data gave us a different picture, although the
data did show deficiency in the general area.This phase cost about
$500 when completed.
From our experience, I would recommend the use of the
latter two methods; that is, parking space use together with inter-
views.
We received many answers from the data obtained and from
our many charts. For instance, 39% of our total area studied is
metered and 19% is lost to "no parking, " driveways, fire hydrants.
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Figure 1.Parking Meter Income.Of 1735 8paces, including 586 off-street, only 1435 are available
for customer parking.The highway research board has shown that
cities of our size should have 90 stalls in the central business dis-
trict per 1000 population. From this basis we should have 1845
usable spaces for our estimated population of 20, 500. We have a
deficiency of 400 spaces.
The following is the length of time parked during the study:
Length of time Saturday Thursday
0-15 minutes 49% 43%
15-30 21 19
30-45 12 11
45- 1 hour 7 7
1- 2 8 13
2-4 2 6
Over 4 hours 1 1
Total parkings 4888 2867
Our data show parking for the following purposes: work, 36%;
shopping, 22%; and business, 25.7%.The data also show the dis-
tances walked to work as 488 feetshopping 286 feet, and business
275 feet.
The following table shows the meter income per block face
and per meter.It is of interest to compare site 2 with a developed
cost of $35, 000, with site 5 with a developed cost of $80, 000.You
will note the deficiency is 50% greater for site 2.Again this shows
that lots must be contiguous to the high demand area to be not only
of service, but to be economically feasible.
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Cost Per Space and Income Affecting Certain Lots
Site
number
Number
of
spaces
Income per
meter per
day
Annual
earnings
per space
Annual
earnings
total CA*IA** ExcessDeficiency
1 32 0.05 15. 00 480 700+10401740 1260
2 32 0.05 15.00 480 800+1050=1850 1370
3 32 0. 20 60. 00 1920 550+780 = 1330590
4 24 0.20 60.00 1920 650 +8401490430
5 32 0. 25 75. 00 2400800 + 2430 = 3230 830
7200 9640
* CA = annual costdepreciating improvements in 10 years.
**IA = annual interest on initial investment of real property.THE EFFECTS OF FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION
ON LOCAL ROADS AND STREETS
Ben F. Ostergren
The 1956 Federal-aid highway act provides for the largest
authorizations in our history for primary, secondary, urban, and
interstate systems.It has set into motion the greatest public con-
struction program in the world's history.The major emphasis in
this mu.ltibillion dollar program is on the interstate system.The
act provides approximately $25 billion in federal funds to be
matched on a 90% federal-lO% state basis for the modernization of
that system.Built to the most modern standards, this sale and
efficient highway system will span our country from east to west
and north to south, connecting all of our larger cities.
It is admitted that much of our road building energy will be
expended on the interstate system."How, " you ask, "will this
affect the secondary and local road program?" This is a good
question and certainly one which is of vital interest to all of us.
Finance
Let us consider first the matter of finance. During the long
debate on the road bill in congress, it was evident that there was
vast public support for the expanded road program.The program
was sold to the highway user and the public on a pay-as-you-go
basis.The public indicated its support for increases in highway
user taxes to pay the bill.
Increased federal-aid funds will require more state and
local matching funds.Will the states and local units of govern-
ment provide their share?It is significant that no federal-aid sec-
ondary funds have been lost to any states through their inability to
match them.The need for a large scale improvement program on
all road systems is generally accepted by the public as an absolute
requirement.it is assumed, therefore, that the public will support
ways and means of financing the modernization program.
Materials and Equipment
What about road building materials and equipment? As the
big highway program gets into full swing, estimated annual require-
ments are for more than 5 million tons of steel and more than 100
million barrels of cement. While these figures appear large, they
97represent a comparatively small amount of the total output.The ex-
tensive usage of mineral aggregates (crushed stone, sand, gravel,
and slag) in highway construction for base and surface courses places
these materials in an essential role in highway development. In 1955
approximately 400 million tons were used in highway construction.
By 1960 a production of twice this amount may be needed.The manu-
facturers of construction equipment foresee a rise in sales from 150%
to 200% when peak demand is reached.
Since it is conceded that major emphasis will be on the inter-
state system, it is possible that in certain localities local road offi-
cials may experience some difficulty in securing the needed materials
and equipment.This, however, will be the exception rather than the
rule.The American Road Builders' Highway Construction Industry
Task Forces, after careful study, have reported to the President and
congress that the highway industry will increase production to meet
demands for equipment as well as materials.
Engineering
Perhaps the gravest problem confronting us is the lack of en-
gineers.The existing shortage will be greatly intensified as the new
program gains momentum. What are we doing about it?Aside from
encouraging more of our high school graduates to enroll in the engin-
eering schools, we must recruit more of the engineering graduates
for highway engineering.
In order to make the best possible use of the highway engin-
eers we have, they must be kept at engineering jobs.Furthermore,
it is essential that the highway engineer should become more produc-
tive.
We must employ the most modern developments and tech-
niques. Modern equipment, new survey methods, photogramrnetry,
electronic computers, new drafting methods, standard designs, and
simplified contracts willallbe utilized in the execution of our high-
way construction program.
With the use of these modern facilities, some highway agen-
cies will also become the beneficiaries of these modern tools and
techniques.This development will point more and more to the need
for highway engineering on the county and local road level. Every-
one interested in the improvement of farm-to-market roads must
recognize the necessity of engineering management for county or
local road administration. For many years this has been one of the
objectives of the American Road Builders' Association county
98division.It is encouraging to see rural organizations supporting
this position.
To illustrate, Herschel D. Newsom, master of the national
grange, is quoted as follows:
County highway construction and mainten-
ance should be under the direction of a competent
engineer with adequate practical experience and
accountable to the commissioners for general pol-
icy.Such a system encourages uniform cost
accounting, more efficient use of road building and
maintenance machinery, better cooperation between
local, state, and federal authorities, and gre-ter
progress in programming and long-range planning.
It is evident that the entire engineering manpower of the
state highway departments will be needed in the expanded highway
program.It is entirely possible that the state highway depart-
ments will not be able to give the counties the kind of aid they have
had in the past, so counties without their own engineering services
may find themselves in an embarrassing position.
Construction Capacity
Our ARBA task force on construction reported to the Clay
committee (an advisory group to the President), that highway con-
tractors would be capable of undertaking the stepped-up highway
program. However, reports have come to us that some counties
are already having some difficulty in obtaining satisfactory bids on
their work. Some of the reports have come from the western states.
The existence of this situation, however, does not appear to
be widespread.I understand that some of the counties in the state
of Washington are considering a cooperative plan whereby two or
more adjacent counties would combine their projects to attract
greater contractor interest.
Counties might profit by encouraging the development of new
local contractor organizations.The contracting industry should
give thoughtful consideration to this matter,If local units of gov-
ernment are confronted with a situation where there is a lack of
competitive bidding, they may find it necessary to resort to the ex-
pediency of doing their work with their own forces.
99Control of Access
Access control is an essential feature of the interstate pro-
gram.It offers many advantagessafety, preservation of traffic
capacity, provision for future highway improvement at minimum
cost, reduction of motor vehicle operation costs, and increased ad-
jacent land values.
According to the geometric design standards for the national
system of interstate and defense highways adopted by the American
association of state highway officials and approved by the bureau of
public roads, it is provided that:
On all sections of the interstate system
access shall be controlled by acquiring access
rights outright prior to construction or by the
construction of frontage roads or both.Control
of access is required for all sections of the
interstate system. Under all of the following
conditions, intersections at grade may be per-
mitted in sparsely settled areas which are a suf-
ficient distance from municipalities or other
traffic-generating areas to be outside their in-
fluence, and where no appreciable hazard is
created thereby.
a> The interstate highway is a two-lane
highway having a design hourly volume (1975) of
less than 500.
b) Each intersection at grade is with a
public road or private driveway with little po-
tential for traffic increase and on which the cur-
rent average daily traffic does not exceed 50
vehicles.
c) Such intersections do not exceed two
per side of the interstate highway per mile.
d)Sufficient additional corner right of
way at each intersection at grade is acquired to
insure that access connections on the crossroad
are sufficiently removed to minimize interference
with the interstate highway.
e) The right to eliminate, terminate, or
reroute each such public road or private driveway
is vested in the appropriate public authority at
the time of initial construction.
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Where a grade separation is called for
under these standards and extraordinary con-
ditions exist under which a grade separation
would not he in the public interest, an inter-
section at grade may be permitted through
agreement between the state highway depart-
ment and the Secretary of Commerce.
Most states have some sort of legal sanction for express-
ways, but in many instances the laws governing control of access
are inadequate.
The benefits of access control must be explained to the
public and to legislators who are responsible for the enactment of
enabling laws.The term access control needs to be explained to
the public.County, city, and local road engineers and officials
are ideally situated to personalize this term in their everyday con-
tacts at the grass-root level.
To serve in this public relations capacity, it is necessary
that these local road officials be kept fully informed. Because of
access control, local officials will be confronted with many addi-
tional problems. Many of the roads and streets intersecting the
interstate right of way will be blocked off as grade crossings are
eliminated.Travel patterns will be changed as traffic is channeled
to the points of access.In many instances, parallel or frontage
roads will need to be constructed to carry such traffic.
Design Standards
One of the valuable features of the new interstate program
is the 2O-year design feature which involves the problem of growth
and the planning for it.This growth must be visualized not only in
the planning of the interstate system, but in its connections with
other roads and its effect on the growth of the entire local road and
street network in the area.Without planning, subdivision controls
and zoning, industrial establishments may attract traffic and
parking to such an extent that it will choke the ramps of the inter-
changes during peak hour traffic.To prevent such an occurrence,
local controls must be exercised.
It is estimated that from 40% to 50% of the billions voted for
the Construction of the interstate system will be spent within urban
areas.The need for overall planning will be particularly acute in
this area.Master plans are needed before sound expressway lo-
cation and design can be achieved.
101In formulating these plans there will be a great need for co-
operation between state, city, county, and other local agencies. The
extreme importance of the urban sections of the interstate system
and the unusual problems involved suggest the possible need for the
establishment of urban branches in the state highway department.
Such units might greatly expedite the planning, programming, and
execution of urban projects.Considerable research has already
been done, but more is needed to blueprint the best workable manner
in which to proceed.
Anticipated results of our new master network of highways
need not be based altogether upon speculation. Enough cities have
already built expressways to establish a pattern and to give us
awareness of the many problems involved.Vast new suburban ar-
eas, formerly considered too remote, will be brought closer to the
urban center through the facility of the time-saving expressway,
thus making these areas coveted residential sites.As these new
suburbs are developed, there will be more problems related to
planning and providing community services and facilities. As has
already been proved in expressway development, we may expect an
inflation of land prices as they benefit from their nearness to the
expressway.There will be more decentralization of industry as it
moves to the rural fringes of the suburbs.
Our city planners must strive for sensible land use or we
will be faced with worsening problems of urban sprawl.The overall
effect of the greatly expanded highway program, with particular em-
phasis on the interstate or expressway systems, may be to encourage
such rapid development in our suburban and rural areas that we may
not be able to take care of it.Development without adequate planning
may mean that homes, shopping centers, and industrial plants may
be built as a result of the new expressway, which will have to be torn
down someday to make room for other expressways.
After determining the suitability of the subdivision areas for
various types of development, the required rights of way for both
present and future arterial roads, with careful planning, can be re-
served and protected in those areas. When additional traffic lanes
are needed, no buildings need be moved or demolished since the
master plan has prevented encroachment.This is in accordance
with long-range planning.
It would be inconsistent to design the interstate system for
the year 1957, and to assume that conditions on the feeder roads
would remain unchanged.The primary, secondary, and urban
102systems all will need to be integrated with the interstate system.
Conclusion
Most of the interest in the road program set in motion by the
highway act of 1956 has been centered on the interstate network.
However, favorable publicity, which was given during this past year
when the spotlight was thrown on this great national highway program,
has had a tremendous effect on the public attitude toward the need for
improvement on all of our road systems. Generally speaking, all
traffic starts and ends at the local level and it appears that develop-
ment of our secondary roads and their integration with the interstate
system has been accepted as a definite requirement.
FREEWAY CONSTRUCTION AS IT AFFECTS
COUNTY ROADS AND CITY STREETS
Clarence G. Swenson
The enactment of the 1956 federal highway act launched this
country into the greatest road building program ever undertaken by
this country or any other country in the history of the world.This
multibillion dollar highway act will mean that in Oregon the state
highway commission will be contracting an amount in excess of 50
million dollars per year for highway construction work during the
next 13 years.There is no question about iteven in this day and
age this is a lot of money.
The reason for this money talk is so that I can weave in a
story I read the other day about two tramps who had just traded a
job of wood splitting for a meal. With their stomachs full and
nothing to do, with a lot of time to do it in, they sat down on a
creek bank to talk over life.
One of the tramps said, "You know, I trade places
with a guy that had a million bucks."
"You wouldn't?" replied his friend, "What about a guy with
five million?
"No, not even a guy with five million."
"Well, what about a guy with ten million bucks?"
"Well, " said the first tramp as he straightened up, "that's
differentnow you are starting to talk real dough.'
103That, gentlemen, is what we are saying when we talk about
the financing involved in this new highway construction program.
The enactment of this highway act assures financing for the con-
struction of a system of highways which will benefit directly and in-
directly every man, woman, and child in this country.
Traffic patterns are ever-changing things. Improvements
such as the widening of a bridge, a short section of Street or road,
or even the installation of a signal or stop sign may significantly
alter the quantity and type of traffic on a county road or a city
street.In light of this, we must consider traffic flow as it will be
changed by such major construction as access points to a freeway.
The very heart of a freeway is controlled access.It will
insure the continued living of a highway rather than the suffocation
suffered by highways with unlimited access.The 1956 highway act
includes a provision that on the interstate system, in states not
having enabling legislation for controlled access such as in Oregon,
the federal government will acquire the required right of way and
will convey all of this right of way to the states except the outside
five feet, over which Uncle Sam will retain control until such time
as the state has controlled access legislation.This will insure
that access can and must be controlled.
When points of access to a certain freeway have been deter-
mined, plans for future improvement and construction on county
roads and city streets then might well be reviewed.In many in-
stances it may be found that the freeway construction will shift
much of the traffic now carried by "Oak" street to UPinell street.
In that event, the improvement of Pine Street should certainly take
on a higher priority than the improvement of Oak street.
Paralleling instances will occur on county roads.In the
case of counties, it may be the desire of some to place on the FAS
system certain county roads which may become connecting links
between access points and adjacent communities, thus enabling
such counties to spend their apportioned share of federal-aid sec-
ondary funds for the improvement of such roads.
In certain cases where a city street, or a portion of a city
street, becomes subject to sudden increases in heavy and unusual
industrial traffic because of an interchange location, the improve-
ment of such a street might qualify for a project financed in whole
or in part from a special annual fund of $250, 000 administered by
the highway commission for work on city streets not on the state
highway system.
104Where a portion of an existing county road or city street be-
comes an integral part of an interchange on the freeway system, a
policy has been established by the highway commission to assume
the maintenance of such a portion of the existing city street or
county road. Where a county road or city street is carried over or
under a freeway by means of a grade separation structure, the state
highway commission will assume the maintenance of such a struc-
ture, with the jurisdiction of approaches, in most cases, remaining
with the county or city involved.
In instances where it is found that the users of certain county
roads or city streets can be served more economically by severance
of certain streets and roads, the highway department will request
the consent of the county or city involved to sever such a road or
Street with the provision that the state will construct connecting or
frontage roads for the convenience of the road user.
The design of a 4-lane freeway of the interstate system quite
often requires a grade separation structure over 200 feet in length,
and costing in the neighborhood of $50, 000 to $60,000 or more.In
some cases it is found that a section of frontage road or connecting
road can be constructed for a fraction of this amount, and such a
facility will serve the users as well or better than a grade separa-
tion structure.
This business of freeway location and design is a very com-
plicated one.Surveys are run, preliminary plans for different
routes are made up (in many cases for several different routes),
and estimates are prepared. With this information the different
routes are studied carefully. Which route will be most beneficial
to the road user? Which route will disrupt least the existing status
of homes, businesses, and farms? Which route will be the most
economical to construct?These factors and many others are con-
sidered, and the most desirable location for the freeway is deter-
mined.
I believe it can be said without qualification that no highway
can be so located that it will please everyone. Congress took cog-
nizance of this fact -when it included in the 1956 act a provision
which states:
Any state highway department which
submits plans for a Federal-aid highway project
involving the by-passingoLor going through, any
city, town, or village, either incorporated or un-
incorporated, shall certify to the Commissioner of
105Public Roads that it has had public hearings, or
has afforded the opportunity for such hearings,
and has considered the economic effects of such
a location; PROVIDED, That, if such hearings
have been held, a copy of the transcript of said
hearings shall be submitted to the Commissioner
of Public Roads, together with the certification.
After a desired location of a certain section of highway has
been determined, cities, towns, or villages will be notified of the
intended construction and of the opportunity for a public hearing.
In the case of incorporated cities or towns, such notice will be
sent directly to the city governments. In the case of unincorporated
villages, which has been interpreted to mean any community with a
United States post office, notification will be sent to the county court
of the county in which the village is located, with the request that
the notice be posted in some public place in the affected village.In
the event a public hearing is desired, such a meeting will be held in
the city hail or other public meeting place after at least ten days
following notification of the time such a hearing is to be held.
At this point I might mention that the highway commission
and the highway department staff would certainly welcome city and
county officials, civic groups, and individuals who favor the proposed
location and construction.Very often it is found that the people who
favor the proposed location stay at home and watch the fights on the
night of the hearing, and only those show up who oppose the location.
At these meetings the state highway commission and/or the
state highway department representatives will explain the proposed
construction and the reasons for the proposed location and design,
and will answer any questions regarding this construction.
A tremendous job lies ahead in educating the public to a new
concept of highway construction.
A freeway can best be compared to a railroad. An individ-
ual's property can abut the railroad right of way, but this individ-
ual still must travel to certain locations to get on or off the train.
There are many reasons for keeping access points to a minimum.
The main reason, of course, is to insure the safety of the traveling
public.Keeping the spacing of interchanges to a practicable mini-
mum will make a safer highway.This becomes increasingly true
as a freeway starts approaching its designed traffic-carrying capac-
ity.
106Another major reason for keeping interchanges to a mini-
mum is just plain economics. Cost of the interchange varies
greatly with location and design, ranging from over $150, 000 for the
most simple type to several hundred thousand dollars for the more
complicated designs. Promiscuously throw around a few of these on
any section of freeway, and again we are back talking "realdough."
Another complication which results from placing interchanges
too close together includes the installation of advance warning signs.
It is believed that as a freeway approaches its designed traffic-
carrying capacity, advance warning signs should be placed at least
two miles in advance of an access point.It can be easily seen that
this could become confusing if the location of the signs started over-
lapping.
The following is a brief summary of the direct effect of free-
way construction on county roads and city streets:
1.Many of the streets and roads will be carried over or
under the freeway by means of grade separation structures.
2.Some county roads and city 8treets will be severed, with
frontage roads or connecting roads constructed to provide for the
local road users.
3.Some county roads and city streets will become an inte-
gral part of a traffic interchange.
The job of locating. designing, and constructing the inter-
state highway system, as well as other freeways, is a big one.The
problems will be many. However, with the full understanding of the
problems and with full cooperation of city, county, state, and fed-
eral governmental agencies, contractors, and material suppliers,
the job can and will be done.
107TOWARD A NEW RATIONALE
FOR THE PLANNING OF URBAN HIGHWAYS
Edgar M. Horwood
Public works designed to serve the needs and expectations
of people living and working in a given geographical area rarely
can be determined solely by an analysis relating either to topo-
graphic features or to user benefits, or both.This does not im-
ply that political pressure must take over where the rationale
based on these two factors stops.It merely serves as an intro-
duction to the concept that the rational analysis of public works
must extend into areas hitherto not investigated, and not com-
monly a part of the training or thinking of planners and designers
of public facilities.
The area for investigation in this presentation will be lim-
ited to highways, although the author believes much of the reason-
ing is equally applicable to the planning of all public facilities.
In the beginning of the modern era, it may be said, politi-
cians created highways.In fact, a perusal of the bills introduced
in the various state legislatures implies that they are still highly
creative. No doubt the first major advance in the evolution of a
science of route selection, above and beyond the purely physical
elements, was the recognition of user benefits by such people as
Agg, Johanneson, Moyer, Tucker, and members of the staff of
the Oregon highway department under Baldock (1).In brief, this
rationale states that annual cost of a given unit of the highway sys-
tem, plus the operating costs to the users of the facility on an
annual basis, must be minimized in the comparison of alternate
routes or alternate improvements to a given route.
Within the last ten years or so other terms have been in-
troduced into the basic equation, such as the value of goods
carried on the road, regional economic impact of the highway, and
observations on intercity travel desire.Notable contributions in
these respects have been made by the Washington highway research
council in studies under the direction of Professor Robert Henries.
The analysis of user benefits has depended to a great extent
on one very basic toolthe origin and destination (0 and D) survey.
This tool has been highly successful in a sizeable but somewhat
limited aspect of urban highway planning; that is, planning for the
facilities which link the suburban development of the past decade,
the Forties, to the central business district and the principal indus-
trial locations.Its success, however, must be attributed to a
108cultural lag in urban arterial and expressway development, rather
than to the basic merits of the tool itself.
Pattern of Urban Growth and Its Relationship to Transportation
Consider the situation of our cities between 1940 and 1955.
In the Thirties we were approaching a static national population fig-
ure.Even considering the long term trend of urbanization, the rate
of growth of our major cities had slowed to a negligible amount.
Between 1940 and 1950, however, the U.S. population increased 19
million, 80% of which occurred in the 168 standard metropolitan
areas (SMA). Further, between 1950 and the end of1955, only half
a decade, the nation's population increased 11.8 million,of which
98% occurred in the SMA.
Accompanying this growth has been the extension of the com-
mutation pattern of the daily work trip, not only far beyond the
streetcar range, but in the wedges of undeveloped land between the
existing radial sinews of transporation.The net result has been
the virtually complete filling in of the first ring of automobile-ori-
ented suburbia, occupying roughly the land area between the five
and ten mile rings around the central business district.
Under the circumstances, an established residential ring
around the city was in search of improved transportation facilities
to augment or improve an existing substandard arterial or other
streets. On the other hand, residential developments today are in
search of high-type expressways to locate close to.By and large,
the 0 and D survey a few years ago worked to perfection to verify
the linkage between an established residential area and known
places of employment, and it will continue to do an excellent job,
but only where land use and development are relatively static.
The 0 and D survey has focusedattentionon the need for two
generic types of urban highway facilities:(1) the radial to feed
traffic into the central vortex of the city, and (2) the circumferen-
tial to connect outlying areas with each other. A view of either the
major desire lines or theinternaland external movement patterns
of almost any 0 and D survey verifies this observation.
A knowledge of the requirements for these two basic pat-
terns of movement is nothing new, however. Almost every city
since antiquity, and even the settlements of preliterate peoples
show the existence of the same radials and circumferentiala.The
recent 0 and D surveys simply verify this observation and quantify
it for the automobile age.
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ganic characteristic of the urban environment, and perhaps should
be the dominant thought in the location of urban transportation facil-
ities, modified of course by topographic requirements which mutate
the otherwise normal pattern of outward growth in successive annu-
lar rings.Results from the 0 and D surveys simply give current
traffic volumetric differences between elements of this basic system
of urban transportation, which may or may not be significant as
successive rings are developed.
Effect of the Transportation System on Land Use and Vice Versa
In the past few years a new school of thought has evolved
whose slogan is, "Urban traffic, a function of land use. " There is
also another newly-emerging point of view which can be typified by
the phrase, "Urban transportation, its effect on land use. 'In any
event, whether for taxation or other planning purposes, a number
of highway transportation analysts are becoming interested in the
interrelation between transportation and land use.
By and large, we have underestimated transportation and
land use implications in the first decade 0. D. (i. e.,of the origin
and destination era). Some very constructive work on the subject
has been the recent case study in the Seattle area on the effect of
freeway access on suburban real property values, undertaken by
the Washington State council for highway research.This study
gives some quantitative values concerning the impact of the urban
freeway on residential land development and value.
Although quantitative studies do not yet exist showing the
specific impact of the urban freeway on industrial location, there
is substantial indication from visual observation that this impact
is of great magnitude. Inspection of land uses adjacent to urban
freeways shows startling changes within two years of completion
of the facility.
These industries, depending on truck transportation, tend
to relate to the manufacturing of parts, fabrication of mechanical
and electrical equipment, and wholesaling with stocks.Occasionally,
as in the case of the Atlanta Central Freeway, office and retail cen-
ters have come into being adjacent to the facility and relatively close
to the central business district.This example illustrates more the
topographic deficiencies of the city center than the fact that business
and consumer services desire to string out along the expressway.
This new industry has a linkage to the freeway, even if access
110is limited to specific locations, much as an older form of business
and commerce had to the streetcar boulevards of a former day.
Their influence is only beginning to be felt on interchange and ramp
requirements and increasing needs for radial flow.Even to date,
the new pattern of industrial development has resulted in substan-
tially underdesigned ramp and interchange facilities.Part of this
deficiency has resulted from the failure to recognize the influence
of the highway on land use, as well as the requirement for a com-
plete urban transportation network composed of both radial and cir-
cumferential elements, as mentioned in the first section of this
presentation. We were, in effect, blinded by the primacy given to
origin and destination data, and lost sight of the organic require-
ments of urban transportation.
The Urban Highway System and the City Center
The third and final point to be developed in this outline of
newly emerging urban highway planning rationale relates to the
function of the city center and the transportation needs to serve it.
Although we have accepted the idea of building expressways to
serve the city center, we have done very little thinking as towhat
happens to the facility after it reaches the city center.
Let us consider these questions: How should major urban
expressways be linked at the city center? What is the optimum
spacing of access points in and near the city center? How close
should expressways come to the core of the city? What is the op-
timum relationship between the central core, parking garages, and
the highway facility?To what extent should we consider the dead-
ending of off-ramps in parking garages? How will the central por-
tion of the expressway system affect land use, and vice versa?
To answer these questions we must turn to some of the
functional and structural analyses which have been made on the city
center (2).These suggest strongly that our city centers are highly
nucleated areas with various component parts limited in size to the
human lateral scale of walking distances, regardless of the size of
the entire urban complex.
The extent of central urban concentration of trip destina-
tions may be illustrated by Philadelphia.Of the 375, 000 people who
work in the central area of 2 square miles, 80% have destinations in
a central core area of 39 blocks, only 3 blocks wide and 13 long.
This core also accounts for 85% of the central district floor area
and 82% of the central district retail volume. Within the core, re-
tail sales average $50 per foot of gross floor area, and outside the
Illcore, but still in the city center, retail sales average only $12 per
square foot.In spite of retail sales concentration in the city center
of Philadelphia, only 17% of the total trips to the city center in
1947 were made for shopping purposes.
The high degree of nucleation of our city centers may also
be verified by examination of land use maps, although a two-dimen-
sional representation of a three-dimensional subject does not show
up to full advantage.Also, one of the best ways of judging this
phenomenon is simply observing the restricted area of tall buildings,
preferably from the air.
Six major activities may be classified within the city center.
Of these, three are involved with goods movement (i. e.,trucking)
on a large scale and include manufacturing, wholesaling with stocks,
and retailing.Three others have relatively little goods movement
associated with them, and include wholesaling without stocks, con-
sumer services, andbusiness services.
Even though manufacturing and wholesaling with stocks tend
to be moving out of central city areas and a considerable volume of
retailing is being transferred to the outlying areas, the growth of
wholesaling without stocks and business services downtown is con-
tinuing at a steady rate in most cities.In Philadelphia, for ex-
ample, between 1934 and 1949, the total central floor space given
to manufacturing and wholesaling with stocks remained virtually con-
stant, while the floor space given to nongoods-handling uses in-
creased by 16 million square feet, or 33%.
These facts and those from other cities tell us the following:
The central city core areas are becoming of increasing importance
for the so-called intelligence or decision-making functions.These
include business, professional and consumer services and govern-
ment.In addition, wholesaling without stocks continues to absorb
more floor space as satellite cities grow in the trade area. Amuse-
ments and conventions continue to attract people to the city center.
City center retailing has leveled off with the growth of outlying re-
gional shopping centers, but continues to serve the needs of the
central labor force and the demand for highly specialized stocks.
Strong linkages exist between all these uses, and we can
expect to see the retention of center city importance in spite of the
flight to the suburbs.
How do these facts relate to urban transportation? For one
thing, they indicate why the city center shows up as such a strong
112focus in the 0 and D study.For another, they show the need for a
philosophy of urban highway location in the central vortex which will
not appreciably disturb the organic nature of the central core.Such
a design philosophy must be based on the need to preserve arela-
tively traffic-free core, rather than linking the origin with the spe-
cific destination within the central complex. As a parallel example,
in designing a theater for the downtown area one would not necessar-
ily place the entrance in the direction from which most of the patrons
come. Similarly, within the central core the functional requirements
of the operating establishments must determine the order of space use,
rather than the highway.
The rationale for the design of the urban highway system at
the city center, therefore, depends on the following:
1.Exclusion of through traffic from the central core.
2.The location of automobile storage facilities roughly in a
ring around the central core to minimize pedestrial-vehicular con-
flic t.
3.The development of a central circulation loop encircling
the storage areas, with a dead-end off-ramp to storage areas at
some of the access points.
4.Connection of all radial elements of the expressway sys-
tem with the central loop.
5.The balancing of ramp capacity with the capacity of the
loop itself for gross operational efficiency.
6.The development of automatic traffic control mechanisms
for a dynamic operation of the entire expressway system (i. e. ,to
enable ramps and interchanges to serve as valves in the event of
accidents or volume overloads on certain segments).
The loop concept is shown in Figure 1, with accompanying
explanation.Figure 2 demonstrates alternate methods of vehicle
access to the central business district.
Four major cities in the United States currently have central
loops under construction or design.The most advanced of the four
in terms of construction is Kansas City, which has a central loop
approximately four miles in perimeter.Baltimore has two legs of
a somewhat larger loop under preliminary design.Philadelphia
has a central loop of six miles in perimeter in the preliminary de-
sign stage, although the Delaware Expressway, under more ad-
vanced stages of design forms one leg.Washington, D.C. , has a
double loop of 17 miles perimeter under consideration, although
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115this is of a scale considerably too large to put it in precisely the
same category as the others.San Francisco has also had a loop
under consideration.
The Philadelphia and Kansas City loop designs are remark-
ably similar in scale and shape, although each developed out of local
needs and without reference to the other.The similarity is all the
more striking considering the differences in size and topography of
the two metropolitan areas.
One of the basic problems in the design of the city center
portions of urban expressways is the location of access points.De-
sign requirements can call for anywhere between three and eight
acres of land per access, considering the need to have both right-
and left-hand turning movements. Figure 3 shows typical access
configurations.
It was found in preliminary analysis of the Philadelphia cen-
tral loop that at least 48 access lanes in 8 locations would be the
minimum number needed to utilize full capacity of the expressway
lanes during peak hours. Because of the change of grade from a de-
pressed facility, each access lane removes city streets from exten-
sion over the expressway, or complicates the access design.Even
with 48 access ramps, however, peak hour capacity of the entire
facility, assuming relatively uniform use of the ramps, would be
limited to about 24, 000 cars entering the central business district,
or about 250, 000 cars daily.
With existing city streets already at capacity, it is seen
therefore that there is definitely a limit to the central urban trans-
portation resource insofar as vehicles can be brought into the cen-
tral area, even assuming no friction within the area.It would be
virtually impossible to add more than 48 ramps; additional lane
capacity on the freeway would be of no avail without more ramps;
a greater perimeter would militate against the philosophy of the
central loop by complicating the internal pattern of circulation; and
the absence of a completed loop as a central distributing system
would result in utter chaos (and does in Atlanta).
What are other cities doing with the central ends of their
urban expressways? Some, like Atlanta, are simply running them
into the central core or planning for their continuation through with-
out sufficient access ramp possibilities because of the lack of peri-
meter.In Houston, Dallas, and Fort Worth, as in most cities,
there are as yet insufficient expressway radials to make the prob-
lem of connection at the core a major one.Their problems are yet
116to come. In Los Angeles, a multilevel interchange near the central
business district performs part of the distributive function of the ioop.
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117Conclusions
The solution of the urban highway problem requires a new
dimension of thought.The origin and destination survey has given
us much useful information, but will recede as a tool of prime
utility.The national highway program only scratches the surface
of the urban problem by aiding in the provision of some of the prin-
cipal urban radials.Circumferential travel within urban complexes
will become of increasing importance with changing patterns of land
use and as the perimeter of the urban settlement area enlarges.
We have moved from the city of the walking scale, to the
city of the streetcar suburbs, to the city of expressway scale: first
the urbs, then suburbs, then the exurbs.After exurbia, what?
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